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GOMEZ'ESTOESTA, J.:

On August 5, 2006, a public assembly was held on a road in Barangay
La Fratemidad, Municipality of Tubay, Agusan del Norte, to air environmental
grievances against the activities of local mining companies operating in the
area. On August 6, 2006, the second day of the rally, after the celebration of
morning mass, a water cannon mounted on a firetruck was employed against
the assemblyists effectively dispersing them and putting an end to their public
demonstration. This act, caught on video, caused the filing of a complaint
against several public officials, namely the Mayor of Tubay, local police
officials, and the firefighters who had come from the neighboring Cabadbaran
Fire Station.

Finding probable cause to support the filing of charges, the Office of
the Ombudsman respectively filed the following six (6) Informations against
the accused indicated below:

Criminal Case Nos.

Name of SB-ll- SB-11- SB-11- SB-11- SB-11- SB-11-

Accused CRM- CRM- CRM- CRM- CRM- CRM-

0265 0266 0267 0268 0269 0270

Fidel Garcia • • • • • •

Alicia Guday
(acquitted)^

•

Jerome • • • •

Pagaragan

Benny
Esparagoza

• • • •

Warren Dultra • • •

Dionesio # • • •

Paduganan

Arcadio Sacol • • •

Felipe Tale
(now deceased)^

• • •

In SB-ll-CRM-0265, the Information for Prohibition, Interruption, &
Dissolution ofPeaceful Meetings filed under Article 131, paragraph 3 of the
Revised Penal Code averred:

That on or about 6 August 2006 at around 8:45 a.m. or sometime
prior or subsequent thereto in Barangay La Fratemidad, Tubay, Agusan del
Norte and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court, the above-named
accused Fidel Garcia, Salary Grade 27, then Mayor of the Municipality of
Tubay, Alicia Guday, Salary Grade 14 Barangay [Chairperson], Jerome
[Pagaragan], Salary Grade 26, Provincial Police Director, Benny
Esparagoza, Salaiy Grade 22, Chief of Police, Dionesio Paduganan, Salary
Grade 18, Fire Chief, all public officers, acting together, conspiring, and
confederating with one another, committing the crime in the discharge of
their official functions and in grave abuse thereof, did then, and there

' As per the Court's Resolution dated June 26, 2018 (Records, Vol. 4, pp. 282-310), in Criminal Case No.
SB-ll-CRM-0265, accused Alicia Guday was acquitted of the crime of Prohibition, Interruption, and
Dissolution of Peaceful Meetings under Article 131 of the Revised Penal Code
^ As per PSA-certified Certificate of Death dated February 9,2017 (Records, Vol. 4, pp. 354-355)
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willfully, unlawfully, and feloniously, without legal ground, interrupt the
holding of a peaceful meeting/rally attended by Fr. Jenor Luis, Ronald
Hinayon, Aliore Page, Juan Amoncio, Camilo Omelgo, Rolando Carlota,
Jimmy Beray and other residents of Tubay, Agusan del Norte, through the
use of a bulldozer and a water cannon, which then dissolved such peaceful
meeting/rally which was being held to address and petition to the authorities
for the correction of abuses and redress of grievances in relation to the
alleged illegal mining activities done in their municipality, thereby
abridging their freedom of speech and their right to peaceably assemble and
petition the Government for redress of grievances.

CONTRARY TO LAW.

In SB-ll-CRM-0266, the Information for Violation of Section 10 (a) of
Batas Pambansa Big. 880 (the Public Assembly Act of1985) alleged:

That on or about 6 August 2006 at about 8:45 a.m. or sometime prior
or subsequent thereto in Barangay La Fratemidad, Tubay, Agusan del Norte,
Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court, the above-
named accused Fidel Garcia, Salary Grade 27, then Mayor of the
Municipality of Tubay, P/SSupt. Jerome [Pagaragan], Salary Grade 26,
Provincial Police Director,'P/Insp. Benny Esparagoza, Salary Grade 22,
Chief of Police, SF03 Dionesio Paduganan, Salary Grade 18, Fire Chief,
F03 Felipe Tale, Salary Grade 14, Fireman, SFOl Arcadio Sacol, Salary
Grade 16, Fireman and P03 Warren Dultra, Salary Grade 14, Police Officer,
all public officers, acting together, conspiring, and confederating with one
another, committing the crime in the discharge of their official functions and
in grave abuse thereof, did then, and there willfully, unlawfully, and
criminally disperse a public assembly attended by Aliore Page, Rolando
Carlota, Amado Garcia and other residents of Tubay, Agusan del Norte,
through the use of a water cannon as an anti-riot device, in the absence of
actual violence, serious threats of violence or deliberate destruction of
property, which then dissolved such public assembly which was being held
to address and petition to the authorities for the correction of abuses and
redress of grievances in relation to the alleged illegal mining activities done
in their municipality.

CONTRARY TO LAW.

In SB-ll-CRM-0267, the Information ior Slight Physical Injuries filed
under Article 266 of the Revised Penal Code read:

That on or about 6 August 2006 at about 8:45 a.m. or sometime prior
or subsequent thereto in Barangay La Fratemidad, Tubay, Agusan del Norte,
Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court, the above-
named accused Fidel Garcia, Salary Grade 27, then Mayor of the
Municipality of Tubay, P/SSupt. Jerome [Pagaragan], Salary Grade 26,
Provincial Police Director, P/Insp. Benny Esparagoza, Salary Grade 22,
Chief of Police, SF03 Dionesio Paduganan, Salary Grade 18, Fire Chief,
F03 Felipe Tale, Salary Grade 14, Fireman, SFOl Arcadio Sacol, Salary
Grade 16, Fireman and P03 Warren Dultra, Salary Grade 14, Police Officer,
all public officers, acting together, conspiring, and confederating with one
another, committing the crime in the discharge of their official functions and
in grave abuse thereof, did then, and there willfully, unlawfully, and
feloniously use violence upon the person of Jocelyn Regala, by turning on
the fire truck's water cannon and released pressurized water aimed at a
public assembly which included Jocelyn Regala, thereby inflicting upon her

/ '■
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physical injuries which required medical attention for a period of one (1) to
seven (7) days.

CONTRARY TO LAW.

Except for Nelia Urge! and Estanislao Delima, who were respectively
the injured persons named in the Informations under Criminal Case Nos. SB-
ll-CRM-0268 to 0269 for Slight Physical Injuries, said Informations
contained identical allegations as in Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0267.

In SB-ll-CRM-0270, the Information for Grave Coercion filed under
Article 286 of the Revised Penal Code alleged:

That on or about 6 August 2006 at about 8:45 a.m. or sometime prior
or subsequent thereto in Barangay La Fratemidad, Tubay, Agusan del Norte,
Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court, the above-
named accused Fidel Garcia, Salary Grade 27, then Mayor of the
Municipality of Tubay, P/SSupt. Jerome [Pagaragan], Salary Grade 26,
Provincial Police Director, P/Insp. Benny Esparagoza, Salary Grade 22,
Chief of Police, SF03 Dionesio Paduganan, Salary Grade 18, Fire Chief,
F03 Felipe Tale, Salary Grade 14, Fireman, SFOl Arcadio Sacol, Salary
Grade 16, Fireman and P03 Warren Dultra, Salary Grade 14, Police Officer,
all public officers, acting together, conspiring, and confederating with one
another, committing the crime in the discharge of their official hmctions and
in grave abuse thereof, did then, and there willfully, unlawfully, and
feloniously, compel Rolando Carlota, Jocelyn Regala, Estanislao Delima,
Nelia Urgel, Aliore Page, Amado Garcia, Jimmy Beray and several others,
against their will, to desist from holding a public assembly which was being
held to address and petition to the authorities for the correction of abuses
and redress of grievances in relation to the alleged illegal mining activities
done in their municipality, by means of violence, threats and intimidation,
to the damage and prejudice of Rolando Carlota, Jocelyn Regala, Estanislao
Delima, Nelia Urgel, Aliore Page, Amado Garcia, Jimmy Beray and several
others.

CONTRARY TO LAW.

Initially, these cases were pending before different Divisions of this
Court; namely, SB-ll-CRM-0265 with the Fifth Division, and SB-ll-CRM-
0266 to 0270 with the First Division. Prior to the consolidation of the cases,
the following orders had been issued, viz:

Criminal Case

Nos.

Issued by Order Date

SB-ll-CRM-0265 Fifth Division Hold Departure
Order

July 20,2011^

Warrant of Arrest August 1,2011''
SB-1 l-CRM-0266

to 0270

First Division Hold Departure
Order

July 11,2011®

Warrant of Arrest July 11,2011*^

' Records, Vol. 1, p. 121
Mrf.atl39

' Records, pp. 1S1-1S3 (Criminal Case Nos. SB-I l-CRM-0266 to 0270)
Id. at 154 (Criminal Case Nos. SB-1 l-CRM-0266 to 0270)

/.
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On September 22, 2011, SB-11-CRM-Old5 was consolidated with SB-
ll-CRM-0266 to 0270 before the Fifth Division of this Court.'

Upon arraignment, the following accused entered a plea of not guilty
on the corresponding dates:

Name of Accused Date of Arraignment
Alicia Guday December 8,2011*

Dionesio Paduganan December 8,2011'
Fidel Garcia February 13,2012'°

Jerome Pagaragan February 13,2012"
Benny Esparagoza February 13,2012'^

Dionesio Paduganan March 27,2012'^
Arcadio Sacol March 27,2012'"
Felipe Tale^ March 27,2012'®

Warren Dultra March 27,2012'°

Pre-trial was held on June 25, 2012 and on August 14, 2012. In the
Amended Pre-Trial Order" dated August 14,2012, the parties entered into the
following stipulations concerning the public positions held by the accused at
the time of the incident complained of:

Name of Accused Position
Fidel Garcia Municipal Mayor of

Tubay, Agusan del Norte
Alicia Guday Barangay Chairperson of

La Fratemidad, Tubay,
Agusan del Norte

Jerome Pagaragan Police Provincial Director
of Agusan del Norte

(Police Senior
Superintendent
rP/SSupt.])'"

Benny Esparagoza Police Chief of Dibay
(Police Inspector

fP/Insp.!)"
Warren Dultra Police Officer (Police

Officer 3 rP031)'°

^ Order dated September 22.2011 (Records, Vol. I. p. 227)
' Records, Vol. 1, p. 323
' Id. at 322
"> Id at 382

/<(. at384
5 W. at 383
^ Id al 427
* Id al 425
* Id 01424
»/</.at426
' Records, Vol. 4, pp. 19-40
^ The rank classification of uniformed personnel of the Philippine National Police was amended by Republic

Act No. 11200 (2019): the rank of Police Senior Superintendent has been reclassified to Police Colonel
Ibid; the rank of Police Inspector has been reclassified to Police Lieutenant
Ibid; the rank of Police Offlcer 3 has been reclassified to Police Staff Sergeant

/' 7
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Dionesio Paduganan Fire Chief of

Cabadbaran, Agusan del
Norte (Senior Fire Officer

3 rSFGSl)

Arcadio Sacol Driver of the Firetruck

(Senior Fire Officer 1
rSFOll)

Felipe Tale^ Firefighter (Fire Officer 3
rF031)

During the course of the proceedings, the Court received a Notice of
Death of accused Tale,^' and subsequently, the prosecution verified the fact of
his death by submitting a certified Philippine Statistics Authority Certificate
of Death.^^ Consequently, the Court rendered an Order^^ dated July 18, 2018
dismissing the criminal charges against accused Tale pursuant to Article 89 of
the Revised Penal Code}*

Thereafter, trial on the merits ensued.

EVIDENCE FOR THE PROSECUTION

The witnesses for the prosecution are comprised of: (a) the townspeople
of Tubay, Agusan del Norte, who took part in the rally; and (b) public officers
who did not take part therein, but identified material documentary evidence.

A. Participants in the Rally

1. Father Jenor P. Luis ("Fr. Luis") was one of the main organizers
of the group who led the prayer rally or assembly on August 5 and 6, 2006,
supposedly to redress grievances concerning the perceived illegal activities of
mining firms operating in said area. The mining corporations were
identified as San R. Corporation, Galeo Corporation, and SR Metals, Inc.^^
The rallyists were members of the parish of Fr. Luis consisting mostly of
fisherfolk and farmers who approximated a total of 50 persons.^' A certain

Records, Vol. 4, p. 247
at 354-355

^W.al 359-360

The provision relied upon reads:

Article 89. How criminal liability is totally extinguished. - Criminal liability is totally
extinguished:

I. By the death of the convict, as to the personal penalties and as to pecuniary
penalties, liability therefor is extinguished only when the death of the offender occurs
before final judgment. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

" TSN dated August 15,2012, p. 9,12
^ Vide: Exhibits U, V, W, and X
" TSN dated August 16.2012, pp. 7-8 /;
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Atty. Rolando Carlota^ ("Atty. Carlota," now deceased) was among the
participants and was present to give legal advice.^^

The location of the rally was held on a private road in Barangay La
Fratemidad, Tubay, Agusan del Norte, used mainly by the mining companies
and by the people who would go to a nearby beach resort. The location on
which the rally was held was claimed to be the private property of a certain
Maximo Page, who was the ancestor of Aliore Page, one of die rallyists.^'
Placed on the road by the rallyists were makeshift tents, a statue of a patron
saint, and a "road net for people protection."^®

Fr. Luis recalled that he and his companions had been confronted by the
accused during the 2-day rally. Accused Alicia Guday ("accused Guday"),
then Barangay Chairperson of La Fratemidad, arrived at the scene and asked
the rallyists to leave as they were allegedly delaying the mining operations in
the area.^' Accused P/Insp. Benny Esparagoza ("accused Esparagoza") had
also arrived at the rally site accompanied by several police ofFicers.^^ Upon
his arrival, accused Bsp^agoza informed the rallyists that he obtained a copy
of a Dispersal Order issued by then Municipal Mayor accused Fidel Garcia
("accused Garcia"), and commanded the rallyists to disperse after 5
minutes.^^ Fr. Luis remembered that his companions were subjected to
fnsking by the police officers.^'' On the second day of the rally, August 6,
2006, accused P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan^^ ("accused Pagaragan")
arrived.^® Fr. Luis thought that accused Pagaragan was intimidating the
participants because he was shouting at them to leave the place as they had no
right to stay and hold a rally thereat.

Despite being ordered to leave, the rallyists stood their ground and
justified their presence with the claim that the ground on which they stood
was the private property of Maximo Page, evidenced by OCT No. RP-
443(217).^' One of the rallyists present, Aliore Page, who claimed to be an
heir of Maximo Page, even assured Fr. Luis that the former owned said land
and that the rally was allowed.^® Fr. Luis did not obtain a permit to hold a
rally because of the assurance of Aliore Page.^® Unbeknownst to Fr. Luis at
the time the rally was held, there seemed to be a dispute on the ownership of
the property between Bernard Trinos and the Heirs of Maximo Page, which
fact Fr. Luis only came to know after the incident.'*®

On August 6, 2006, the rallyists did not comply with the directive to
leave, and decided to hold a mass because it was a Sunday.'" The demand to

»Id. at 5

»TSN dated August 15,2012, pp. 14-16
Id at 17-18

" Id at 18; TSN dated July 8.2013. pp. 18-20
« TSN dated August 15.2012. p. 19
» TSN dated August 16.2012, p. 3.6.22
^  at 6

Also referred to as "Colonel Pagaragan"
'«TSN dated August 15.2012, p. 21
"Exhibit A-7

" TSN dated August 16.2012, p. 14
" TSN dated July 9.2013. p. 15

TSN dated August 16.2012, p. 11.14
Id at 16

/
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vacate was reiterated, but instead the rallyists stood their ground and held each
other's hands/^

Fr. Luis remembered the dispersal of the assembly. A firetruck with a
mounted water cannon had been brought in from Cabadbaran Fire Station,
which vehicle was manned by 3 personnel.'*^ The other personnel involved in
the dispersal numbered around 10 officers, some in plain clothes, including
accused Esparagoza and Pagaragan, and was joined by a pay loader belonging
to the mining company.'*'' Said heavy equipment was operated by an employee
of the mining company.''^ The pay loader pushed aside the statue of the patron
saint and cleared some blocks that had been placed on the road by the
rallyists.''^ Then, they were sprayed with the water cannon of the firetruck for
a few minutes until the crowd was dispersed.''^ Only the firetruck was used in
the act of dispersaf® Fr. Luis admitted that he was not able to identify the
person who gave the order to use the water cannon,''^ nor did he hear if accused
Pagaragan or Esparagoza had ordered the pay loader operator to remove the
obstructions.^®

After the incident, the rallyists left the site, and subsequently, there was
an investigation conducted by the Commission on Human Rights for the
purpose of filing a complaint against the accused.^'

On cross-examination, Fr. Luis disclosed that he occasionally held
masses on the streets with the local communities, which practice was called
BEG (Basic Ecclesial Community).^^ Usually, the number of people who
participated in BEG celebrations were around 25 to 40.^^ He does not obtain
a mayor's permit in conducting BEG outreaches, and although the same is
held on the streets, the program does not usually disturb the movement of
people or vehicles.^'*

Additionally, Fr. Luis explained that the root cause of the protest against
the mining companies stemmed from the following factors: the mining
operations were carried out in an earthquake-prone area; the same area had
been declared a fish and bird sanctuary; and the local residents complained of
the waste generated by the mining activities.^^

While there were complaints of illegal mining activities filed before
government agencies, Fr. Luis did not know if the same have been resolved.^**

«/</. atl9

«Id. at 19-21

""W. at 20-21 I

« TSN dated July 8,2013, p. 20
TSN dated August 16,2012, p. 22,27 1

*Udat2i '
« Wat 29

Ibid

» TSN dated July 8,2013, p. 22
TSN dated August 16,2012, p. 30
" TSN dated November 15,2012, p. 25
"Wat 34
"Wat 28, 35
"Wat 44,45,46
" TSN dated July 8,2013, p. 39

/
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2. Estanislao M. Delima, Jr. ("Delima") affirmed that there was a
2-day meeting or rally held on a road which was attended by church members,
led by Fr. Luis, and legal adviser Atty. Carlota.^^ In the midst of the rally,
accused Guday and Esparagoza came.^*

Before the deployment of the water cannon, there were efforts by the
policemen to negotiate with Fr. Luis.^' The rallyists were, however, eventually
dispersed when the water cannon was unleashed. The initial volley of water
was aimed towards the ground, followed by a second and third spray, which
were aimed at the bodies of the rallyists.^® As a result of the incident, Delima
sustained injuries.^'

Delima described the road on which the rally was held. It was
approximately 4 meters wide and passable by vehicles, which was located
within the boundary of the property of Maximo Page.^^ The prayer rally or
meeting was not conducted on the main road of Barangay La Fratemidad, but
held on a road which led to the mining site.®^ The road was mainly used by
the vehicles of the mining company, and the mining site was only a short walk,
about 1 kilometer from the rally site.^"* There was a checkpoint manned by
mining company personnel, but at the time of the rally, said checkpoint was
not yet in place. The road was also used by people heading toward their
farms and those going to the Tubay Mountain Beach Resort. In the same way,
personnel from SR Metals, Inc. and fisherfolk used the road.^^

Delima then described the emplacements that were placed on the road
during the rally: chairs, tables, tents placed on the side of the road, bamboo
•chutes, and sand.^' There was no other road capable of passage by vehicles to
reach the mining site, but there were trails or pathways for foot traffic.^^
Delima remembered that in 2006, the road on which the rally was held was
the only road passable by vehicles, but at the present time, the trails or
pathways have been bulldozed, and as such, are sufficiently wide for vehicles
to traverse.^^

3. Ma. Luna C. Grisola ("Grisola") corroborated the testimony
that the rally was held on private property, evidenced by the fact that she saw
the original copy of OCT No. RP-443(217).^® She asseverated that, on August
6, 2006, accused Pagaragan and Esparagoza were at the site of the rally with
around 10 other police officers." Accused Garcia was not present. Accused
Esparagoza talked to Fr. Luis instructing the rallyists to leave, failing which

" TSN dated November 14,2012 (morning), p. 9
"/rf. at 13

atl6 I

«>/«/. at 15

at 17-18; Exhibit A-13 J
" TSN dated November 14,2012 (morning), pp. 11-12,25 '
" TSN dated November 15,2012, p. 15

at74

« Mat 8-11,17
** TSN dated November 14,2012 (afternoon), p. 14,32-33
" Id. at 25, 26,38

Id. at 33-34

® Id at 34
™ TSN dated March 19,2013, pp. 21-22
Id at 24

/
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the firetruck will disperse them.'^ The firetruck that was brought to the area
was operated by the firefighters, not by the police officers, but Grisola could
not recall who operated said vehicle or who issued the order to unleash the
water cannon.'^ Grisola did not hear accused Pagaragan issue a command to
use said cannonJ"

When Grisola was questioned about the area surrounding the rally site,
she answered that there were 4 barangays adjacent to Barangay La
Fratemidad, but these areas were not accessible via the road where the rally
was staged; they were only accessible by boat.'^

After the dispersal incident, Grisola executed a complaint-affidavit/^
She admitted that she protested the mining activities since the permit granted
to the mining firm was allegedly only for small scale operations. Grisola even
submitted complaints before the Environmental Management Bureau,
Provincial Mining Regulatory Board, and the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources ("DENR"), but no favorable result was obtained,''

4. Jecelyn Q. Regala ("Regala")'® executed a Judicial Affidavif^
which took the place of her direct testimony. She affirmed that she joined the
rally led by Fr. Luis, which was held on the land of the Page family. She
pointed out that accused Pagaragan, Esparagoza, and Guday were all present
at the rally site.*® She affirmed that the police officers handed a Dispersal
Order to Fr. Luis. Following the mass, the pay loader cleared the road of
obstacles, and the water cannon sprayed the rallyists. During the dispersal,
accused Pagaragan and Esparagoza were giving orders to the firefighters
operating the firetruck and to the pay loader.*' No other instance of violence
occurred, other than the employment of the water cannon.*^ As a result of the
dispersal by water cannon, Regala sustained an injury evidenced by a Medical
Certificate.*^ Eventually, she executed affidavits as a result of said incident.

In open court, Regala identified her Judicial Affidavit and its annexes.*''
She clarified that she saw accused Pagaragan on the second day of the rally,
and that accused Guday was present on the first day thereof.*^ When
questioned about the participation of accused P03 Warren Dultra ("accused
Dultra"), Regala essentially could not fault him for his role in the dispersal
of the rallyists. As far as she could recall the events, she did not remember
that accused Dultra had dismantled the tents and other obstructions that had

been placed on the road.*^ Regala could not even identify accused Dultra in

^ TSN dated March 20,2013 (morning), pp. 36-39
" TSN dated March 19,2013, pp. 28-30,41,43

TSN dated March 20,2013 (morning), pp. 39-40
TSN dated March 20,2013 (afternoon), pp. 11-13
Exhibit A rt
" TSN dated March 19,2013, pp. 38-40 /
" Also referred to as "Jocelyn Q. Regala"
^ Records, Vol. 2, pp. 242-248
»®/riat244

"'/ti at 245

«lbid

Exhibit A-9

^ Exhibits A-8 and A-9"

TSN dated July 9,2013, p. 44
» TSN dated July 10,2013, pp. 8-9
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Open court; she only included his name as one of the respondents in her
complaint because she had heard her companions mention his name.^^

As a result of being hit by the water cannon, Regala had sustained
wounds on her right elbow and right knee.®®

5. Junie B. Gabisan ("Gabisan") was presented to identify and
authenticate the prosecution's electronic evidence consisting of
approximately 45 minutes total of video footage of the 2-day rally, which was
personally recorded by him. Gabisan affirmed that after the dispersal of the
rally, he went to the St. Anne Parish Convent to hand the video footage to the
social action center.®' The contents of the video were saved by the social action
center coordinators on a compact disc-recordable (CD-R),'® and Gabisan was
present at the time the content was copied." Gabisan himself had
subsequently learned how to splice a video, and he personally made a copy of
the rally footage in spliced format,'^ which he then copied onto 3 CDs.'^

The video footage began with events that transpired on the first day of
the rally, which was on August 5,2006.''' The events of the second day thereof,
which was on August 6,2006, started at the timestamp of thirty-three minutes
and forty-four seconds (33:44).'^

Gabisan gave the bulk of his oral testimony in conjunction with the
viewing of the video by the parties during trial. Gabisan gave comments
describing the location of the site of the rally and the position of the mining
site in relation to the blockade, pointing out the temporary barricades placed
on the road by the rallyists, and, as much as he could, identifying persons of
interest present at the rally. Gabisan specifically pointed out the presence of
the persons of accused Guday,'® Esparagoza,'^ and Pagaragan.'® Gabisan
disclosed that accused Guday was present only on the first day of the rally
which was on August 5,2006." On the second day of the rally which was on
August 6,2006, Gabisan narrated that accused Bsparagoza had talked with Fr.
Luis following the morning mass.'®® Then, the water cannon was employed
beginning at timestamp forty-one minutes and twenty-three seconds
(41:23).'®' Gabisan admitted that he did not see precisely where accused SF03
Dionesio Paduganan ("accused Paduganan") was at the time of the
incident.'®^ He then identified a man lying down as Estanislao Delima, Jr. who

/
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'0 Exhibit DD
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sustained an injury on his feet.'®^ After dispersal, the rallyists proceeded to the
convent to see the social action team thereat.'®^

When asked on cross-examination whether he knew if the rallyists had
obtained a permit, Gabisan answered that they had not obtained such
permit.'®^

B. Public Officers Who Did Not Participate in the Rally

6. Hilaria Burgunos ("Burgunos"), presently the Officer-In-
Charge (QIC) of the Registry of Deeds of Agusan del Norte.

Burgunos revealed that the title which was controlling at the time
relevant to the case was OCT No. RP-443(217), and that the ownership of said
property had changed subsequent to the incident.'®®

During the presentation of the witness in open court, the following facts
were the subject of stipulation by the parties: that at the time of the rally, the
lot covered by OCT No. RP-443(217) was privately owned, there being no
indication on said title that it was a public property;'®^ all of the titles presented
as part of the prosecution's evidence, including the subdivision plan, did not
show that the subject lot adjoined or was traversed by any barangay road.'®'
It was also pointed out that there was an easement on the original Title.'®®

On cross-examination, Burgunos testified that the name of Aliore Page
was not found among the certificates of title presented;"® neither did the
letter's name appear in any extra-judicial settlement with deed of absolute
sale.'"

7. Apolinario T. Macion ("Macion"), Tax Mapper II, Provincial
Assessor's Office.

Macion stated that there was a location map of properties as a result of
the tax mapping conducted within Barangay La Fratemidad, Tubay, to
determine the owners of the properties and adjoining lots. The tax mapping
operation was conducted in 1982."^ What the witness brought to court was
the finalized tax map for 1983'" where it appeared that, in Sitio Kinapuk-an,
there was a plot of land owned by Maximo Page covered by OCT No. RP-
443(217), which was subdivided into Lot Nos. 001 to 003."'* On the same
map, there were broken lines starting from point 026 up to the end of 001,
which indicated that there was an existing road thereon."® However, on the

/'"/rf. at 69-70
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new tax map, which document followed the map dated 1983, there was no
longer a broken line."^ One of the bases of the tax mapping was the cadastral
survey prepared by the DENR."^

8. Seldio L. Pilongo ("Pilongo"), formerly Chief Investigator of
the Commission on Human Rights, Caraga Region.

Sometime in August 2006, Pilongo recalled that he had investigated the
dispersal of a rally in Barangay La Fratemidad, Tubay, Agusan del Norte. In
the course of his investigation, Pilongo interviewed persons who were present
during the dispersal, conducted an ocular visit on the rally site, obtained an
After Mission Report fi-om the Bureau of Fire Protection in Cabadbaran City,
and took affidavits of rallyists which were finalized in the Joint Affidavit
Complaint."® Pilongo was the officer before whom the affidavits of Jecelyn
Q. Regala, Nelia Z. Urgel, and Estanislao M. Delima, Jr. were sworn. In
connection with his investigation, subpoenas were issued to accused
Pagaragan, Esparagoza, and Paduganan, who subsequently submitted their
respective counter-affidavits. At the conclusion of his work, Pilongo found
that there was probable cause that the respondents had committed a violation
of the victims' rights.

Pilongo alluded to the existence of a video recording taken of the rally,
which he received from Atty. Carlota."® When asked about the manner by
which he conducted his investigation of the incident, Pilongo admitted that
the investigation was limited to his interviews of the persons involved. He did
not verify the information he obtained from said interviews from other
sources.'^' Neither was Pilongo able to authenticate the video footage.'^^

After the presentation of its witnesses, the prosecution formally offered
the following documentary evidence:'^^

Exhibit Document Description

"A" to "A-4"

et seq.'^
Joint Affidavit Complaint dated August 17,2006

"A-5""5 Dispersal Order dated August 6,2006

"A-6" to "A-6-a" Water Shed and Drainage Map

"A-7" and "A-7-

b"

Original Certificate of Title No. RP-443(217) in the name of
Maximo Page

"A-8" Affidavit Complaint of Jecelyn Regala dated August 17,2006

"A-9" Medical Certificate of Jecelyn Regala dated August 9,2006

«A-10" Affidavit Complaint of Nelia Urgel dated August 17,2006

"A-11" Medical Certificate of Nelia Urgel dated August 9,2006

/"«W.nt20

'"W.at22
Exhibit A

"» TSN dated Febniaiy 24.2015, pp. 17-18
'»/</. at 21,54 '
'"/</. at 54

Id. at 55

Records, Vol. 3, pp. 225-249
There was an overlapping of identically-marked exhibits, namely prosecution's Exhibit A-l which was: Second page

of the Joint Afndavit Complaint dated August 17,2006; and Signature of Seldio L. Pilongo
Another overlap of identically-marked exhibits was made in prosecutions Exhibit A-5, as follows: Dispc^l order

dated August 6,2006; and Signature of Estanislao M. Delima on the Joint Aflidavit Complaint dated August 17,2006
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"A-ll" Affidavit Complaint of Estanislao Deiima, Jr. dated August 17,
2006

"A-13" Medical Certificate of Estanislao Deiima, Jr. dated August 9,2006
"A-W, "A-14-a'',

"A-14-e"

Press Statement

"A-15" and "A-

15-a»

After Mission Report dated August 16,2006

"A-16" Mission Order from the Bureau of Fire Protection dated August 5,
2006

MB»» Counter-Affidavit of P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan dated September
15.2006

«C"

et seq.

Counter-Affidavit of P/lnsp. Benny Esparag02:a dated September
25,2006

"D" Memorandum dated September 22, 2006 of the Commission on
Human Rights

Cover Letter dated August 15,2006

«F" Joint Complaint Affidavit of Atty. Rolando Carlota, Alicia Austria
Carlota, and Jeremia A. Carlota dated August 15,2006

"G" Counter-Affidavit of P03 Warren Dultra dated June 14,2007

Counter-Affidavit of SF03 Dionesio Paduganan

Counter-Affidavit of F03 Felipe Tale
MJ»» Counter-Affidavit of SFOl Arcadio Sacol

"K" Counter-Affidavit of Fidel Garcia

"L" Counter-Affidavit of P/lnsp. Benny Esparagoza

«N" Counter-Affidavit of P03 Warren Dultra dated January 22,2008
MQ»» Subdivision Plan

«U" Joint Counter Affidavit of Fr. Jenor Luis dated September 7,2006
My»» Joint Counter Affidavit dated September 7,2006

Addendum to the Joint Rejoinder Affidavit dated November 6,
2006

"X" Joint Rejoinder Affidavit dated November 14,2006
MY** Letter of Fr. Jenor Luis

"Y-l" and «Y-2" Sketch by Fr. Jenor Luis (made in open court)

«Z" TCT No. RT-8253 in the name of Bernardo F. Trinos

"AA" TCT No. RT-8252 in the name of Heirs of Maximo Page and
Nicolasa Monton

"BB" TCT No. RT-9764 in the name of Barabara Paje represented by
Marciano Paler

"CC" TCT No. RT-9765 in the name of Margarita Paje de Caitom

"DD" Video Footage

"DD-1" to "DD-3" Spliced Videos

"DD-4" Printed Picture of file MOV 09693

"DD-5" Printed Picture of file MOV 58958

"DD.6" Printed Picture of file MOV 67550

In its Resolution'^® dated October 25, 2017, this Court admitted all of
the above-stated exhibits save for Exhibits "A-11 "E", and "F". Although
the prosecution moved for the reconsideration of the exclusion of said
exhibits, the same was partly granted by this Court in its Resolution'^' dated
February 2,2018 insofar as Exhibit "A-11" is concerned.

/
Records, Vol. 4, pp. 58-60
Id. at 179-182
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Thereafter, accused Guday, Esparagoza, Garcia, Pagaragan,
Paduganan, Dultra, and accused FOl Arcadio Sacol ("accused SacoF')
separately filed Motions for Leave of Court to File Demurrer to Evidence.
However, the Court only granted the Motionfor Leave filed by accused Guday
and Esparagoza,'

In a Resolution'^^ dated June 26, 2018, while the Court denied the
Demurrer to Evidence concerning accused Esparagoza, accused Guday was
acquitted of the crime of Prohibition, Interruption, and Dissolution of
Peaceful Meetings {Criminal Case No. SB-Il-CRM-0265) on ground that the
prosecution failed to show that accused Guday prohibited, interrupted, or
dissolved a peaceful meeting, or that she conspired with the co-accused to
commit the same. Although the prosecution moved for the reconsideration of
said ruling,'^® the same was denied by the Court in a Resolution'^' dated
August 9,2018.

EVIDENCE FOR THE DEFENSE

The witnesses for the defense are: (a) the accused public officials of
Agusan del Norte, namely the Municipal Mayor of Tubay, police officers, and
firefighters; and (b) other public officers who were presented to identify
documents. The salient portions of their respective testimonies are below:

A. The Accused Public Officials

i) The Municipal Mayor oflbbay, Agusan del Norte

1. Accused Fidel E. Garcia, Jr. ("Accused Garcia")

In his Judicial Affidavit'^^ dated July 10, 2018 accused Garcia stated
that one of his chief duties as Municipal Mayor was to enforce all laws and
ordinances.

On August 6, 2006, accused Garcia issued a Dispersal Order'
directing the local police force to disperse an illegal assembly that had been
on-going for 3 days at Barangay La Fratemidad, Daan Maharlika, along the
Secondary National Highway of Tubay. The assembly began on August 4,
2006, and was headed by a lawyer. The Police Chief, accused P/Insp. Benny
Esparagoza ("accused Esparagoza"), had informed accused Garcia that the
illegal rally was held on a Barangay Road, which was a public road connected
to the National Highway. Furthermore, accused Garcia was told that the
rallyists had no permit for their assembly, and that their demonstration had
completely blocked the fi-ee flow of commerce.

1
Resolution dated April 12,2018 (Records, Vol. 4, pp. 196-203)
Records, Vol. 4, pp. 282-310
Prosecution's Motion for Reconsideration (Records, Vol. 4, pp. 318-324)
Records, Vol. 4, pp. 373-382

"2 Id. at 327-337

Exhibit 1-Garcia
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Accused Garcia affirmed that he was not present during the dispersal of
the demonstration on August 6, 2006 because he was in Butuan for a routine
medical check-up. He had not given an order to use a firetruck to disperse the
rally, instead commanding his police to follow the rules of engagement
outlined in Department of Interior and Local Government Memorandum
Circular No. 2006-79.^^* This Memorandum essentially pertained to the
additional guidelines required to be observed on the occasion of public
assemblies in accordance with Batas Pambansa Big. 880 880").
Nonetheless, accused Garcia had been monitoring the public assembly
through his staff because he wanted no untoward incidents to occur, and to
ensure that his Police Chief, accused Esparagoza, would follow accused
Garcia's directive to negotiate with the rallyists and to persuade them to move
their protest to the freedom park. Accused Garcia had also instructed his police
officers to exercise maximum tolerance.

On August 5,2006, accused Esparagoza reported that the rally became
unruly, and Aat there were unidentified bad elements posing as protestors
whose objective was to paralyze local mining activities by possibly placing
bombs. This report was contained in the Memorandum'^' dated August 5,
2006. There was also a Letter"^ dated August 4, 2006 of Alicia L. Guday,
Barangay Chairperson of La Fratemidad, which requested police assistance
due to the possibility of armed elements joining the assembly for the purpose
of disrupting the local mining operations.

Accused Garcia recalled that he was asked to issue a dispersal order,
but he instead instructed accused Esparagoza to just persuade the rallyists to
voluntarily disperse the demonstration, and to change the venue of the same
to the freedom park of Tubay. Said freedom park had been established by the
Sangguniang Bayan of Tubay through Ordinance No. 2006-05^^^ dated June
19, 2006, which officially designated the freedom park on the comer of the
streets of Roxas and Osmena going towards the fishing port area.

Accused Garcia called the Governor of Agusan del Norte, Erlpe
Amante, but the latter just said that he was aware of the rally, and that he had
already directed the Police Regional Director to intervene. The Govemor then
told accused Garcia to issue a dispersal order because the rally was an illegal
assembly.

In the early moming of August 6, 2006, accused Esparagoza visited
accused Garcia's residence seeking the issuance of a dispersal order because
the former believed in the existence of an imminent danger caused by the
presence of possible elements of the New People's Army ("NPA"). Accused
Garcia thus issued the Dispersal Order.

Accused Garcia opined that the road on which the rally was held has
been a Barangay Road, or a public road, for as long as he could remember. To
confirm his assertion, accused Garcia had requested cadastral road maps from

/Exhibit 3-Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 3-Esparagoza
Exhibit 2-a Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 2-a Esparagoza
Exhibit 2-Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 2-Esparagoza
Exhibit 4-Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 4-Esparagoza
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the Office of the Municipal Assessor of Tubay, and from the Office of the
District Engineer of Agusan del Norte. Upon securing said maps, accused
Garcia highlighted that the National Highway was connected to the road
crossing Barangay La Fratemidad going to Purok 7 and Barangay Binoangan.
Further, the road in question was labelled on the maps as a Barangay Road.

Accused Garcia reiterated that he was absent from the assembly site
before, during, and after the rally. He denied inflicting physical injuries upon
the assemblyists as he never ordered that a firetruck be brought to the rally
site to disperse the same. Said firetruck was not even from Tubay, but from
Cabadbaran City. He had no control over the Bureau of Fire Protection
("BFP") personnel manning the firetruck, and he never once coordinated with
the Fire Chief of Cabadbaran, accused SF03 Dionesio Paduganan ("accused
Paduganan"). Accused Garcia was in disbelief that the rallyists could even
sustain physical injuries because, in his words, water per se is not capable of
inflicting wounds.

Accused Garcia believed that the dispersal order was justified because
the assembly had already been held for 3 days and his police officers had
exercised maximum tolerance towards the demonstrators. However, he
claimed to have no knowledge as to how the bulldozer had arrived at the rally
site.

On cross-examination, accused Garcia explained that he considered
August 4,2006 as the first day of the rally because there was a procession by
the demonstrators to Barangay La Fratemidad where they camped
overnight,'^® and he was informed by his staff that the rally began on said
date.'^'

Accused Garcia was informed by his police officers that the rallyists
had documents, e.g. certificates of title and subdivision plans, showing that
the land on which the rally was held was on private property. However,
accused Garcia's research in the Assessor's Office disclosed that the road was

actually a Barangay Road covered by the Cadastral Map of Tubay.'''® Accused
Garcia averred that he had instructed the Municipal Assessor to look into the
town's records, and the latter had found that Barangay Road was indeed
covered by a cadastral survey conducted long ago.''" He thus concluded that
the road used by the rallyists was public property.

Accused Garcia has lived in Tubay since birth, and he is familiar with
the roads in his town. He has been Municipal Mayor since 1988. As soon as
he had leamed of the demonstration in Barangay La Fratemidad, accused
Garcia already had a hunch that the rally was held on a public road because
the people wanted to block the entry of SR Metals, Inc. to the area.'''^

/
TSN dated July 18,2018 (afternoon), pp. 35-36
Id. at 37

Id. at 41; Exhibit 5-a Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 5-a Esparagoza
141 j„|y 1 g, 2018 (afternoon), p. 42
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Accused Garcia admitted that a public road could traverse private
property, and in fact, the entire Barangay La Fratemidad is privately owned.
The National Government built the road in question, but the Provincial and
Municipal Government had spent public funds for the maintenance thereof.
This road crosses private lots going to the coastal area.^''^

Accused Garcia was aware of a common practice in expropriation
proceedings wherein the land owners would just sign quit claims to allow the
Government to pass through their properties.''*^ He was unaware of any quit
claim signed by heirs of Maximo Page. He has not received any letters or
claims from the heirs of Maximo Page claiming ownership of the public
road.''*'

At die time that accused Garcia issued the Dispersal Order, on the
morning of August 6, 2006, he did not yet consider securing copies of the
cadastral map and the provincial road map."*® The Dispersal Order was not
issued on the directive of the Governor. Accused Garcia decided to issue said

Order as a result of his assessment of the situation based on the reports
gathered by him.''*' He was not aware if there were any untoward incidents
during the rally, such as the throwing stones, the discharging of firearms, or if
police officials were harmed.'^® Accused Garcia had designated accused
Esparagoza, his Police Chief, as the ground commander for the rally.'^' He
was unaware that there was a firetruck at the time of the assembly.

ii) Police Officials of Agusan del Norte

2. Accused P02 Warren C. Dultra ("accused Dultra"),
uniformed member of the Philippine National Police ("PNP") presently
holding the rank of Senior Police Officer 2 (now Police Senior Master
Sergeant).

In his Judicial Affidavit'^'* dated May 9, 2018, accused Dultra stated
that, on August 6,2006, he had been assigned to the Tubay Police Station for
approximately 1 month, and he was on duty as the criminal investigator. His
Chief, accused Esparagoza, then announced that there was a rally, without a
proper permit, in Barangay La Fratemidad.

When accused Dultra arrived at the site of the rally, he noticed that
accused P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan ("accused Pagaragan"), the Police
Provincial Director of Agusan del Norte, and accused Esparagoza had arrived
before him, and were accompanied by other police officers from the regional

'«/<£ at 45-46

Id. at 59-60

Id. at 48-49

Id at 49-50

"'W. at 61-62

Id at 53

Id at 56
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and provincial mobile groups. The rally was held on a Barangay Road such
that no vehicles could pass through.

Accused Dultra averred that he was at the assembly site only because
of his duty to ensure peace and order. He was positioned about 30 meters from
the demonstration, and he was neither part of the negotiation team or the
dispersal team. He felt that he was dragged into these cases due to his
identification by Atty. Carlota. Also, he had been named by the affidavit of the
complainants as one of the persons who had dismantled the tents and other
obstructions on the road.

On cross-examination, accused Dultra revealed that he also acted as an
intelligence officer whose duty was to observe if the rallyists were in
possession of weapons. He thought that the rally site was held on a private
property, and as a result, a rally permit was not necessary. Accused Dultra
hailed from Cabadbaran, Agusan del Norte,'^^ but he is familiar with
Barangay La Fratemidad due to his work, and he affirmed that the road in
question is of a private nature.'^® However, the road could be used by the
public going to Barangay Binuangan.'^' Accused Dultra said that the locals of
Barangay La Fratemidad had told him that the road was privately owned, but
he could not name the owner thereof.

On re-direct examination, accused Dultra noticed that some rallyists
wore masks and handkerchiefs to cover their face, and among them were some
new faces he was unfamiliar with.'^'

On re-cross examination, accused Dultra mentioned that the road was
blocked by the rally such that not even a two-wheeled motorcycle could
pass.'®^ Pedestrians, however, could pass through, and they were not
prohibited from doing so.'^^ He observed at the rally that there were no
gunshots fired by the rallyists, and nothing was thrown by them at the police
officers.'^

3. Accused P/Insp. Benny C. Esparagoza ("accused
Esparagoza") uniformed member of the PNP presently holding the rank of
Police Major.'"

In his Judicial Affidavit'" dated November 6, 2018, accused
Esparagoza identified documents for the defense of accused Garcia and
Pagaragan. He recalled that in the month of August 2006, he had received a
Letter'" from Barangay Chairperson Alicia Guday of La Fratemidad

TSN dated May 29,2018, pp. 23-25
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requesting police assistance to monitor the presence of strangers carrying
firearms and conducting suspicious meetings. Accused Esparagoza then
instructed his investigator, accused Dultra, to go to the area to quietly obtain
intelligence based on the request. On August 5,2006, accused Dultra reported
that there were several unidentified suspicious individuals in Barangay La
Fratemidad armed with short firearms, and they threatened to disrupt the
mining operations by bombing the mining company's site and its equipment.
In response, accused Esparagoza organized a Civil Disturbance Management
group, with him as its leader, to exhaust all peaceful remedies to persuade the
demonstrators to voluntarily disperse. He also issued a Memorandum to the
Municipal Mayor to update him of the situation. Accused Esparagoza,
however, does not have a copy of the Memorandum because the same is stored
at Tubay Police Station, and he is no longer assigned thereat.

On cross-examination, accused Esparagoza could not recall if the Letter
of Barangay Chairperson Alicia Guday was recorded in any logbook.'^''
Actually, the letter-request had been personally given to him by her."° Aside
from said Letter, accused Esparagoza had received information from the
National Intelligence Coordinating Agency sometime on August 4, 2006,'"
along with complaints from a certain Jimwell Orpilla of SR Metals, Inc."^

The intelligence received by accused Esparagoza was that there was a
group of anti-mining rallyists gathering at Barangay La Fratemidad to the
effect that there will be convergence thereat of groups of people carrying
firearms. He was also informed that the mass was only a front by the priest,
Fr. Luis, who was actually the leader of the anti-mining group. However, this
intelligence information received by accused Esparagoza were not reduced
into written reports.'^'*

Accused Esparagoza was told by accused Garcia to observe the rules of
engagement, and to begin with negotiations. The Memorandum accused
Esparagoza composed was preparatory in case the situation at the rally would
spiral out of control and need to be dispersed.''^

The Civil Disturbance Management Group which accused Esparagoza
organized did not prepare a written report after the incident complained of.
However, he would give situation reports ("sitrep") every 30 minutes by
calling the Police Provincial Director, accused Pagaragan.''® The sitrep could
be done verbally, by phoning his superior, or by a written report after the
incident. Usually, the written report would be prepared by the duty
investigator, accused Dultra. Accused Dultra had double duty as an

Exhibit 2-a Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 2-a Esparagoza
TSN dated November 27,2018, p. 13
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investigator and an intelligence officer because the Tubay Police Station was
undermanned.'"

On re-direct examination, accused Esparagoza felt a sense of success
after the incident complained of because no lives nor vehicles had been lost.
Additionally, he mentioned that Tubay had been attacked by subversive
elements during his term as Police Chief, but no lives were lost."*

4. Accused P/SSupt. Jerome P. Pagaragan ("accused
Pagaragan") retired PNP officer, presently employed at Department of
Agriculture, Fisheries Protection and Law Enforcement Group, Diliman,
Quezon City.

In his Judicial Affidavit'" dated January 4, 2019, accused Pagaragan
remembered that he was the former Police Provincial Director of Agusan del
Norte in 2005. In the month of August 2006, Governor Erlpe Amante had
personally phoned him and ordered him to hold a dialogue with rallyists and
their leader at Barangay La Fratemidad. Accused Pagaragan confirmed the
existence of the assembly by speaking with accused Esparagoza. Accused
Pagaragan advised the latter to deal with the rally by exercising maximum
tolerance and exerting all-out efforts for a peaceful resolution bearing in mind
that the rally site is NPA territory. Accused Esparagoza related to accused
Pagaragan that, based on local reports, the NPA had infiltrated the rally at
Barangay La Fratemidad and that there were suspicious individuals lurking
around thereat.

Accused Pagaragan did not issue an order that a firetmck be dispatched
to the site of the assembly because the BFP is not under his command
authority. Also, he averred that he could not have dispatched a bulldozer to
the rally site since his office does not have such equipment on-hand.

Accused Pagaragan arrived in Tubay around 4 a.m. on August 6,2006,
and he was updated on the on-going rally by accused Esparagoza. The pair
then saw accused Garcia at the latter's residence. Accused Garcia instructed

them to exercise maximum tolerance and to persuade the rallyists to transfer
their gathering to the fi'eedom park.

When accused Pagaragan arrived at the rally site, he negotiated with
the organizers of the demonstration to remove the obstructions on the road
and to proceed to the fi-eedom park, but to no avail. Following the mass held
in the moming of August 6, 2006, Fr. Luis told accused Esparagoza that the
rallyists would be willing to compromise if Secretary Reyes of the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources and the bishop would speak to the
rallyists and talk to them about their concerns. This demand was written in the
Letter'*® dated April 5,2006, which had been given to accused Esparagoza.

Accused Pagaragan, feeling exhausted, then moved about 70 meters
away from the crowd, when suddenly the firetruck sprayed the water cannon

'"/rf.at28

'™/</.at29
Records, Vol. 4. pp. 439-447
Exhibit 8-Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 8-Esparagoza
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towards the ground near the rallyists. He noticed that there was a John Doe
wearing civilian attire who was directing the operation of the firetruck.

Accused Pagaragan maintained that his only participation in the
dispersal was to dismantle the obstructions on the road, which he did after the
firetruck had emptied its payload.

On cross-examination, accused Pagaragan admitted that, by virtue of
his rank, accused Esparagoza is under his control and supervision.'^' There
was a need for him to go to the rally due to the order of the Governor to
establish a dialogue with the rally leaders.'®^ He did not know that accused
Esparagoza had already been on-scene handling the situation.'®^

Accused Pagaragan stated that classified intelligence information
concerning Agusan del Norte is contained in a yearly or monthly report,'®''
There was a need for him to receive situational updates because there were
times when communists had attacked police outposts.'®^ But he could no
longer recall if there was specific intelligence insofar as Tubay is
concerned.'®^Accused Esparagoza had verbally mentioned to accused
Pagaragan that there were reports of armed men in the vicinity of the rally
site.'®^

While the rallyists showed accused Pagaragan certificates of title to
support their claim that the demonstration was on private property, he no
longer verified the claim because accused Garcia had told him that the
assembly was held on public property.'®® Accused Pagaragan believed
maximum tolerance was afforded the rallyists.'®^

Accused Pagaragan disclosed that he was not the one who gave the
order to use the water cannon, and he does not know who did.'®" He did not
verify the identity of the John Doe,'^' and he was unfamiliar with the BFP
personnel who were manning the firetruck."^

5. Accused P/Insp. Benny C. Esparagoza ("accused Esparagoza")

In his Judicial Affidavit'^^ dated February 12, 2019, accused
Esparagoza stated that he was assigned as the Police Chief of Tubay, Agusan
del Norte in 2006. In August of even year, there were several complaints fi-om
the Barangays in Tubay, including the workers of the mining firm operating
in Barangay La Fratemidad, such that the latter's trucks and heavy vehicles
were unable to use the road thereat due to a rally that completely blocked said

TSN dated January 15,2019, p. 16
/</. at 19-20

Id at 20

Id at 22

Id at 23
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road. These complaints were verbally made, except for one written request for
intelligence assistance from Barangay Captain Alicia Guday who reported that
there were strangers carrying firearms and conducting suspicious meetings in
her area of responsibility.

Accused Esparagoza immediately reported the fact of the rally to
Mayor Garcia. Accused Garcia instructed him to personally monitor the rally
and convince the participants to move their assembly to the freedom park.

Negotiations began on August 4 and 5, 2006. In the late afternoon of
August 5, 2006, accused Pagaragan requested for a situational update of the
rally. Accused Esparagoza relayed that there was a danger of a violent event
as a result of an intelligence report that there were armed men lurking at the
assembly area. Accused Pagaragan told him to exercise maximum tolerance,
and that he would speak to the rally leaders the following day.

On August 6,2006, accused Pagaragan went to the Tubay Police Station
to discuss the event, and then he and accused Esparagoza went to the Mayor's
residence. At around 6 a.m., both accused Esparagoza and Pagaragan arrived
at Barangay La Fratemidad. Accused Esparagoza claimed that he did nothing
because accused Pagaragan was the ranking officer in the chain of command,
and the role of the former was only to serve as the back-up. No back-up order
came from accused Pagaragan. Suddenly, the rally was dispersed by an
unidentified person in civilian clothes who directed the firetruck and the Fire
Chief to employ the water cannon.

On cross-examination, accused Esparagoza related that part of the
contingency plan was to deploy the water cannon.'^'* He was aware that the
firefighters of Cabadbaran executed an After Mission Report, which was
submitted to the Commission on Human Rights, but accused Esparagoza was
not aware of its contents.

Accused Esparagoza explained that, in a police operation, he would
wait for further instructions from his superiors before taking action himself.
In these cases, his superior officer was accused Pagaragan, but accused
Esparagoza did not receive any instruction from him.'^^

Accused Esparagoza theorized that the firefighters were in-control of
the John Doe in the civilian clothes because he assumed that said unknown

person was a member of the BFP.''^ In fact, during the dispersal of the rally,
accused Esparagoza noticed that some BFP personnel wore uniforms, whereas
othere were in civilian clothes."' Accused Esparagoza did not know accused
SFOl Arcadio Sacol and accused SF03 Dionesio Paduganan until the trial of
these cases. Accused Esparagoza could not recall who operated the

TSN dated February 19,2019, p. 6 r
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firetruck,^®° but one of his police officers was onboard said vehicle for security
reasons.^®'

When propounded clarificatory questions by the Court, accused
Esparagoza answered that his objective was not to disperse the assembly, but
to open a dialogue with the rally leaders and to secure the area.^°^ Accused
Esparagoza was focused on a person dressed in civilian clothes who was using
a megaphone and telling the rallyists to fight for the environment.^®^

Accused Esparagoza confirmed the presence of some members of the
NPA who were part of the Semi-Legal Team, which group was composed of
unarmed members of the legal front, e.g. Kilitsang Mayo Uno?^^ Accused
Esparagoza went on to characterize the rally as seemingly normal, but his
intelligence said that other NPA members were expected to merge with the
rallyists to attack the Tubay Police Station and bum mining equipment.^®^ This
intelligence supposedly originated from the Philippine Army, but the rally
looked normal and peaceful to accused Esparagoza.^®^ He related, however,
that it had happened before that there were diversions by the NPA to take
attention away from attacks on police stations.^®'

On re-direct examination, accused Esparagoza mentioned that there had
been an NPA attack on Carmen Police Station, however, said assault had
occurred after his term as Police Chief of Tubay.^®®

ill) Firefighters of Cabadbaran, Agusan del Norte

6. Accused SFOl Arcadio R. Sacol ("accused Sacol"), retired
BFP member.

In his Judicial Affidavit^®® dated May 9, 2018, accused Sacol
asseverated that he was assigned as a firetmck driver at Cabadbaran Fire
Station on August 6,2006. He was told by the Fire Chief, accused Paduganan
of a Mission Order which required them to provide assistance in Tubay.

Upon arrival at the rally site, accused Sacol saw rallyists who appeared
belligerent, were in possession of stones, and that they blocked the Barangay
Road prohibiting the flow of all vehicles. Accused Sacol maneuvered the
firetruck to face the rallyists. He was accompanied by accused Paduganan
along with two other firefighters, Felipe Tale"^ and Adriano Bisoy, the latter of
whom was positioned on top of the truck and marming the water turret.
Accused Sacol insisted that he merely drove the firetruck, and he could not
see how the turret was operated. He said that Atty. Carlota handpicked his
political enemies and charged them accordingly in the complaint. Atty. Carlota
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even ran for public office after the filing of these cases using the video footage
of the dispersal of the assembly.

On cross-examination, accused Sacol disclosed that the Mission Order
was not furnished to him when he proceeded to Tubay, and that he merely
followed his Chiefs verbal orders.^'®

Accused Sacol's main responsibility was to drive one of the two
firetrucks Of the Cabadbaran Fire Station, and he was the driver on duty on
the day of August 6,2006.^'' He admitted that he had been to the rally site on
August 5, 2006 to survey the area before returning to his station. He recalled
that, on August 5, 2006, there did not appear to be any sign of an assembly
because Barangay La Fratemidad was quiet with only a few people present.^'^

As the driver of the firetruck, accused Sacol averred that he positioned
said vehicle at a distance of 15 to 30 meters away from the rallyists.^'^

7. Accused SF03 Dionesio E. Paduganan ("accused
Paduganan"), retired BFP member.

In his Judicial Affidavit^''* dated June 13, 2018, accused Paduganan
confirmed that he was the Officer-In-Charge of the Cabadbaran Fire Station
during the time material to these cases. He had received a call from Mayor
Herman Libames ("Mayor Libarnes") of Cabadbaran to proceed to Tubay
due to the request for assistance by both the Municipal Mayor of Tubay and
the Governor of Agusan del Norte.

In his youth, accused Paduganan had been to Barangay La Fratemidad
for Boy Scout's camping trips in high school. He was aware that the rally was
held in the middle of a road used by the public, but he did not go to the rally
site on August 5, 2006.

On even date, accused Paduganan and his firefighters went to Tubay
Police Station where he was made to stay there and wait for instruction from
accused Esparagoza. His fire station had received a memorandum request
from the Tubay Police Station to send a firetruck to assist in the dispei^al of
an illegal rally held in the middle of a Barangay Road in La Fratemidad.
Following procedure, accused Paduganan informed the Office of the
Provincial Fire Marshal, wherein he was referred to secure clearance from the
Office of the Regional Fire Director. The Regional Director called the Station
to give the clearance as per the request of accused Garcia, provided that the
same was approval by Mayor Libames.

On August 5, 2006, Mayor Libames called the Station to instruct
accused Paduganan to proceed as per the request. Since negotiations were still
on-going for the rallyists to open the road to traffic, accused Paduganan

2'® TSN dated May 29.2018, pp. 105-106
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returned to the Station at around 11 p.m. At this point, he learned that the rally
was on a public road.

On August 6, 2006, accused Paduganan met accused Esparagoza at
Tubay, and the latter was acting as the ground commander. After a long
negotiation, accused Esparagoza was the one who issued the order to the
firefighters to disperse the rally through the use of the water cannon. Accused
Paduganan denied the charges against him.

On cross-examination, accused Paduganan clarified that he proceeded
to Tubay on the basis of an oral directive and an unsigned Mission Order,^'^
however, based on his past experience, this was ordinary.

The order of accused Esparagoza to disperse the rally was given directly
to his driver.^Accused Paduganan related that on the day of the rally, he did
not have administrative supervision over his men because the ground
commander, or the person in-charge, in Tubay was accused Esparag02:a.^"

It was Mayor Libames of Cabadbaran City who gave him the
instruction to go to Tubay on August 5 and 6,^" while it was his superior.
Colonel Alejandro Cagampang, who approved the mission for him to assist in
Tubay as per the request made by accused Garcia and the Governor.^
Accused Paduganan also considered Mayor Libames as his immediate
superior/'^"

On re-direct examination, accused Paduganan said that he had not yet
seen the rally on August 5, 2006 because his team only stayed at the Tubay
Police Station.^^' They proceeded to the rally on the following day.^^^

On re-cross examination, accused Paduganan affirmed that he and his
firefighters stayed at the Tubay Police Station on August 5,2006.^^^

When asked clarificatory questions by the Court, accused Paduganan
disclosed that accused Garcia and Esparagoza told him that the rally was
illegal because the rallyists had no permit, and their demonstration was in the
middle of the road. When accused Paduganan and his firefighters went to
Tubay, they already knew that their purpose was to dissolve the illegal rally.^^'*

B. Other Public Officers

8. Elvia L. Ranises, Municipal Assessor of Tubay, Agusan del
Norte.
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Before the witness could give her testimony, counsels for the parties
stipulated that:^^^ she was the Municipal Assessor of Tubay; she can identify
Cadastral Map 905 of Tubay;^^'' she can testify on the due execution and
authenticity of said Map; and she wrote a Letter^^' dated February 22,2012 to
accused Garcia transmitting said Map.

With the abovementioned stipulations, the presentation of the witness
was dispensed with.

9. Alicia L. Guday ("Guday"), former Barangay Chairperson of
Barangay La Fratemidad, Tubay, Agusan del Norte

In her Judicial Affidavit^^^ dated August 31, 2018, Guday testified that
in August 2006, a group of demonstrators had gathered protesting the mining
activities in her area of responsibility, and it was reported to her that several
unidentified armed individuals had joined the assembly. Guday wrote PNP
officials requesting for intelligence monitoring of the presence of said
individuals at the start of the rally on August 4,2006

On cross-examination, Guday stated that the Barangay Tanod reported
to her that armed individuals were joining the rally.^^' But when she went to
the rally site on August 5, 2006, she could not notice said individuals among
the many people gathered.^^® On even date, Guday followed-up her letter to
the Police Chief, who replied that his men will survey the area,^^' and she no
longer minded the matter anymore on the following day.^^^ Guday did not go
to the rally site on August 6 as she just monitored the situation from her office.
233

10. Engineer Alipio B. Grana ("Engr. Grana") retired District
Engineer of Agusan del Norte, 2"'* District Engineering Office.

In his Judicial Affidavit^^'* dated November 15, 2018, Engr. Grana
testified that the Barangay Road in La Fratemidad was already existing and
declared as a Barangay Road at the time he was a district engineer. The road
had been maintained by the Department of Public Works and Highways up to
1991.

On September II, 2006, Engr. Grana received a query from the Mayor
of Tubay asking about the status ofthe road. Engr. Grana's review of his office
records showed that the Barangay Road led f^om La Fratemidad Proper to
Purok 7 going to Barangay Binoangan. He then issued a Certification that the
road in question was declared as a Barangay Road.

1
^ TSN dated September 26,2018, pp. 6-15
^ Exhibit 5-a Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit S-a Esparagoza
^ Exhibit 5-Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit S-Esparagoza

Records, Vol. 4, pp. 400-403
^ TSN dated September 26,2018, pp. 23-24
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On cross-examination, Engr. Grana remembered that the query of
accused Garcia was verbal.^^ In response thereto, Engr. Grana had instructed
his staff to verify the status of the road by checking the records.^^® The
cadastral map, and the actual use of the road, formed his basis in issuing the
certification and finding that the road in question was declared as a Barangay
Road.^^ His office, however, is not responsible for the surveying or
classifying of public roads.

Engr. Grana admitted that he did not know of any official act which
stated that the road was a barangay road.^^' Neither did he coordinate with the
Land Management Bureau in issuing the certification.^^'

Following the presentation of the defense witnesses, accused
Esparagoza subsequently filed a Motion to Allow Accused Esparagoza to
Present Additional Evidence^^^ dated May 1, 2019, but the same was denied
by the Court in a ResolutioiP*^ dated May 22,2019.

Thereafter, accused Garcia, Pagaragan, and Esparagoza offered the
following exhibits

Exhibit

DescriptionAccused Garcia and

Pagaragan

Accused Esparagoza

"1-Garcia and Pagaragan"
to "1-a Garcia and

Pagaragan"

"1-Esparagoza," Order of Dispersal dated
August 6,2006

"2-Garcia and Pagaragan,"
"2-b Garcia and

Pagaragan," "2-c Garcia
and Pagaragan"

"2-Esparagoza" Letter dated August 4,
2006 of Alicia L. Guday

"2-a Garcia and

Pagaragan" to "2-a-l
Garcia and Pagaragan"

"2-a Esparagoza" Letter-Memorandum dated

August 5,2006

"3- Garcia and Pagaragan"
to "3-a Garcia and

Pagaragan"

"3-Esparagoza" to "3-a
Esparagoza"

DILG Memorandum

Circular Nos. 2006-79 and

2006-42

"4-Garcia and Pagaragan" "4-Esparagoza" Sangguniang Bayan
Ordinance No. 2006-05

"5-Garcia and Pagaragan" "5-Esparagoza" Letter of Municipal
Assessor dated February

22,2012

"5-a Garcia and

Pagaragan" to "5-a-l
Garcia and Pagaragan"

"5-a Esparagoza" to "5-a-l
Esparagoza"

Cadastral Map
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"6-Garcia and Pagaragan" "6-Esparagoza" Letter of Provincial

Engineer George T. Tan

"6-a Garcia and

Pagaragan" to "6-b-l
Garcia and Pagaragan"

"6-a Esparagoza" to "6-b-l
Esparagoza"

Provincial Road Map of
Agusan del Norte

"7-Garcia and Pagaragan"
to "7-b Garcia and

Pagaragan"

"7-Esparagoza" to "7-b
Esparagoza"

Certification from Office

of the District Engineer-
DPWH

"8-Garcia and Pagaragan" "8-Esparagoza" Letter dated August 5,
2006 of Fr. Luis Jenor

"29-Garcia and Pagaragan"
to "29-a Garcia and

Pagaragan"

"29-Esparagoza" Joint Counter-Affidavit

In a Resolution^'*^ dated July 15, 2019 the Court admitted the above
exhibits of said accused.

It did not appear that accused Dultra, Sacol, and Paduganan offered any
documentary exhibits for their defense.

Thereafter, the following memoranda were filed on the following dates:
Memorandum for the Prosecution^'''^ on August 27, 2019; Memorandum for
Accused Garcia and Pagaragan^''^ on September 4,2019; Memorandum^''^ for
accused Paduganan, Sacol, and Dultra on September 12, 2019; and
Memorandum for Accused Esparagoza^'" on September 12,2019.

THIS COURTIS RULING

The people's right to peaceably assemble is guaranteed under Section
4, Article III of the Constitution, which provides:^''*

Section 4. No law shall be passed abridging the freedom of speech,
of expression, or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble and petition the government for redress of grievances.
(Emphasis supplied)

In a landmark decision by the Supreme Court in Bayan v. Ermita,^'^^ the
right to peaceably assemble was explained thusly:

The first point to mark is that the right to peaceably assemble and
petition for redress of grievances is, together with freedom of speech, of
expression, and of the press, a right that enjoys primacv in the realm of
constitutional protection. For these rights constitute the very basis of a
functional democratic polity, without which all the other rights would

Records, Vol. 5, pp. 77-80
W at 114-158

Wat 166-188

"'Wat 192-203
at 204-228
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be meaningless and unprotected. As stated in Jacinto v. CA, the Court, as
early as the onset of this century, in U.S. v. Apurado, already upheld the
right to assembly and petition, as follows:

There is no question as to the petitioners' rights to peaceful assembly
to petition the government for a redress of grievances and, for that matter,
to organize or form associations for purposes not contrary to law, as well as
to engage in peaceful concerted activities. These rights are guaranteed by
no less than the Constitution, particularly Sections 4 and 8 of the Bill of
Rights, Section 2(5) of Article IX, and Section 3 of Article Xlll.
Jurisprudence abounds with hallowed pronouncements defending and
promoting the people's exercise of these rights. As early as the onset of this
century, this Court in U.S. vs. Apurado, already upheld the right to assembly
and petition and even went as far as to acknowledge:

"It is rather to be expected that more or less disorder will mark

the public assembly of the neonle to protest against grievances whether

real or imaginary, because on such occasions feeling is always wrought

to a high Ditch of excitement, and the greater, the grievance and the

more intense the feeling, the less perfect, as a rule will be the

disclDllnarv control of the leaders over their irresponsible followers.

But if the prosecution he permitted to seize upon every instance of such
disorderly conduct by individual members of a crowd as an excuse to
characterize the assembly as a seditious and tumultuous rising against
the authorities, then the right to assemble and to petition for redress of
grievances would become a delusion and a snare and the attempt to
exercise it on the most righteous occasion and in the most peaceable
manner would expose all those who took part therein to the severest
and most unmerited punishment, if the purposes which they sought to
attain did not happen to he pleasing to the prosecuting authorities. If
instances of disorderly conduct occur on such occasions, the guilty
individuals should he sought out and punished therefor, hut the utmost
discretion must he exercised in drawing the line between disorderly and
seditious conduct and between an essentially peaceable assembly and a
tumultuous uprising."

Again, in Primicias v. Fugoso, the Court likewise sustained the
primacy of freedom of sneech and to assembly and petition over
comfort and convenience in the use of streets and narks. (Emphasis

supplied)

The Highest Court continued in Bayan v. Ermita, however, that the right
to peaceably assemble is "not to be limited, much less denied, except on a
showing, as is the case with freedom of expression, of a clear and present
danger of a substantive evil that the state has a right to prevent."^^"

Batas Pambansa Big. 88(P^^ (B.R 880) governs the holding of public
demonstrations, assemblies, or rallies, which prescribes the process of

applying for a permit to hold a public assembly, the use of public roads for

—  /
G.R.Nos. 169838, 169848 & I6988I, April 25,2006
An Act Ensuring the Free Exercise by the People of their Right Peaceably to Assemble and Petitioner the

Government For Other Purposes [The Public Assembly Act of 1985], Batas Pambansa Big. 880, § (1985)
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such assemblies, and imposing the rules of engagement which bind law
enforcement officers under penalty of law, among others. The salient
provisions of B.P. 880 state, to wit:

Section 4. Permit when required and when not required - A

written permit shall be required for any person or persons to organize
and hold a public assembly in a public place. However, no nermit shall
be required if the nubile assembly shall be done or made in a freedom

park duly established by law or ordinance or in private nronertv, in
which case onlv the consent of the owner or the one entitled to its legal

possession is required, or in the campus of a govemment-owned and
operated educational institution which shall be subject to the rules and
regulations of said educational institution. Political meetings or rallies held
during any election campaign period as provided for by law are not covered
by this Act.

XXX XXX XXX

Section 7. Use of public thoroughfare - Should the proposed public
assembly involve the use, for an appreciable length of time, of any public
highway, boulevard, avenue, road or street, the mayor or any official acting
in his behalf may, to prevent grave public inconvenience, designate the route
thereof which is convenient to the participants or reroute the vehicular
traffic to another direction so that there will be no serious or undue

interference with the free flow of commerce and trade.

XXX XXX XXX

Section 9. Non-interference by law enforcement authorities -

Law enforcement agencies shall not interfere with the holding of a
public assembly. However, to adequately ensine public safety, a law
enforcement contingent under the command of a responsible police officer
may be detailed and stationed in a place at least one hundred (100)
meter[sl away from the area of activity ready to maintain peace and
order at all times. (Emphasis supplied)

These cases all stemmed from the 2-day rally held in Barangay La
Fratemidad, Municipality of Tubay, Agusan del Norte, on August 5 and 6,
2006. The attendees thereof comprised approximately 50 participants,
including Father Jenor P. Luis, Atty. Rolando Carlota, Estanislao M. Delima,
Jr., Ma. Luna C. Grisola, Jecelyn Q. Regala, Junie B. Gabisan, and several
residents of the barangay who were mainly farmers and fisherfolk. The alleged
purpose of the rally was to air environmental grievances against the waste
generated by the nearby mining activities of SR Metals, Inc., a private
company whose mining site was located only 1 kilometer from the site of said
rally. The demonstration was staged in the middle of a 4-meter wide road, and
since the demonstrators had placed on the road several large rocks, tents, and
a statue of a patron saint, among others, vehicular traffic, even 2-wheeled
motorcycles, came to a complete standstill. Complaints thus poured in the
oflRces of Tubay local government units, especially from SR Metals, Inc
whose operations were greatly delayed.

t
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Notably, it was not' disputed that the assemblyists did not obtain a
rally permit from the Office of the Mayor of Tubay prior to holding the
rally. It thus became hotly debated whether the site on which the assembly
occurred stood on public or private property.

The rally held on the road in

Barangay La Fraternidad on

August 5 and 6, 2006 was private

PROPERTY.

All the accused commonly argued that the place on which the rally
occurred was allegedly a public area as it was a Barangay Road owned by the
Government. They cited documents such as the Cadastral Map of Tubay,
identified by witness Municipal Assessor Elvia Rafiises, which specifically
labelled said road as a "Barangay Road." The accused also relied on the
Provincial Road Map of Agusan del Norte,^^ testified on by witness Engineer
Alipio Grana who was the former District Engineer of Agusan del Norte, 2nd
District Engineering Office, which document alluded to the Barangay Road
as part of the interconnected network of public roads in Agusan del Norte. The
accused further highlighted that the maintenance of said road was shouldered
by the National Government, which was affirmed by Engineer Alipio Grana
of the 2"''District Engineering Office.

The posture of the accused that the road where the rally was held is
public is misplaced.

The road in question cannot be deemed a public area owned by 'the
National Government because that portion of the road on which the rally site
was staged was on the private property titled under Original Certificate of
Title No. RP-443(217)^'* in the name of a certain Maximo Page,^^^ the
predecessor of Aliore Page.^^^ Fr. Luis who lead the assembly testified
thusly:"'

XXX XXX XXX

JUSTICE JURADO

Q  Who is the owner of that place where you were staying?

A  The owner[,] Your Honors, is the heirs of Maximo [ ] Paje who
was with us. Your Honor[,] during that time. And, he brought in fact
the title and the necessary documentsf,] Your Honors, proving that they
privately owned the place where we staged the peaceful assembly to air
our grievances against the agencies who are involved and responsible
for the illegal mining operation of the area, sir.

Exhibit S-a Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit S-a Esparagoza
Exhibit 6-a Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 6-a Esparagoza

^ Exhibit A-7
Also referred to as "Maximo Paje"
Also spelled as "Allore Paje"
TSN dated August 16,2012, pp. 8-9
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JUSTICE JURADO

Q  Do you have a copy of the dociunents that was shown to you by the
persons who [were] with you?

A  I would like to us (sic) our legal counsel. Your Honors.

PROS. EPRES

Q  Mr. Witness, I am showing to you a title, original certificate of
title number RP-443217.

JUSTICE GESMUNDO

Of the Registry of Deeds of what?

PROS. EPRES

Of the Registry of Deeds of Agusan [djel Norte, Your Honor.

Q  Is this the title you are referring to as the heirs of Paje brought
with them during the assembly?

A  Yes, sir.

INTERPRETER

Shown to the witness is a title.

JUSTICE GESMUNDO

Q  What's the marking?

PROS. BATACAN

The document was previously marked as Exhibit "A-7", Your
Honor.

JUSTICE GESMUNDO

Without prejudice to the presentation of the duly marked evidence.

Q  Mr. Witness, who told you that the assembly to be made at the
place of Paje?

A  Because, one of the heirs whom in the person of Allure Paje was
with us during those times and it is there where we thought that time
that it is proper for our assembly. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

At the time of the rally, it was testified on by witness Hilaria Burgunos,
the OfFicer-In-Chaige of the Registry of Deeds of Agusan del Norte that,
although the ownership of said property had changed subsequent to the
incident subject of these cases, the certificate of title which was then
controlling was OCT No. RP-443(217).^^® A scanned version of this
Certificate of Title is shown below:

/

TSN dated April 10,2014 (morning), p. 28
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#i1graal Certificate of ®itlE
JJo. '•P-'t'tg (217)

Entered in oeeordance loitli section J22 of Act No. 4S6, of the Philippine Comiiiluioii.
pursuant to a potent iovcd bp lite Presideut o/the PhiCppiiiei, dntcJ at

ui; the ..?!!.?.*. dap of ...., in the peer iiinvieen himdred ond^V"!?''^."^^''- .
and spread in the eceorJe of the Bureau of LaniU. as /oUuies:

"OM'ivaj A• V.Wiii OF ajii%aTC.t

iJiH

¥ii^ CUVaklitS^tee OF Tils; PUILZmita I5UJIDS
i'T'I li;-2>aPSfttaiT at' AwKICtlWUkS & CAVCilAL UtSCUHtUS
: h. liloi-onu of Londa No. y-3601O UURtnU OF L.\I;CS CEETIFICATE CF TI'i'L,

I utiiat ho. 11653 ^ BO. 317
■ rjlil • illilJ l-ATiKT

:.L}. 'A bilCK i'lJiSjvKTS SHAU. OOi! , UU,;i,1'Ii.Ss c V
t'"Oe, pooudoint; ull the i;i:ali^^3tioas requirod bp lou in

coiapliod qlth osd conesLsudtud ull of t'^Obunditions, requlruciontu, »i>J
.^peuvlciouu ol dliuptde VII. ot '.sc*;io. hti'.'h or* y^^^illppina Lagiolutiiro. neav»oiu.jl ^ .j'ur t.io fruntio,; of give putonto to uutivu uen^m bud Uos contlnouoly occobied I:.

, '.'and oultivutud, oilhut' by hlsalof or thru li^ Sneoetoro, I'oo thii prunerlhad tuviud,].',
Ijf I jtiie 'ollouing-douc.-lbvci uririculturul land 4jy»u£od In thu sit;lo of . ''arri
lijijjlof Frutarnidud. Ilunlcipolity of Cahf..1hnir^HsaSovlriC»i of ■■euaun (Fuu Aimnup dal

'' " ' ■* ■■■ ^ ■ ■"" ■ lA^diIIIjijuo tha Inland of Nlndnrmo, fhilipptoonKSKda, contnibiltit on area ol ^ hactureo,
'  . Ipl afaa. and 17, cuntocae, uaoordiog official plot of tho curve? tnaruof ou ,1 ','il.^j^lu in thu bureau of Londc, '■aails^^ud daecritiud on tha besk hereof j
j;:, I now, VllbhtFOKF, M.CVl V::, authority of the jirovisieiia of tlib act of '■
j;'iponitraud of tha United ■'tntao. a^igitlod " un act to daulnro tba'']>urpoca of thu iiao-iij.> i
,  il'tRla fa tha bnitod titutoa ua tAjho future political otutuc of thu uooulo of ihu [ibt!t^.

ippiua lalundu, and to,<^yldo a sicra dutonot.'tue. itovar&iSant for tiioea lalaudu",
jjjuppruvud August 39, 19l6^^()^aio haroby gruntad unto tho eoid KAIIKC IV.dl', Ihe^itrbv! of land above des^^^bd.

I'rd •> ii'.f'.. uhb tC itaib thu said truat of land, uitu thu appsiatUd appurteitaeou'Iv^thareuuto of rl/ht beloaging, unto tho aaid KAXIKh ar.d to nin/har hoiru at
^l.■ir and aneigan foravur« subject to tha proviaiond of daotioaa i'lu« 119. l^s, aaJ

23 of «ct 287h of tho bblllppinu Ladiolaturo, uhicb provide that uxccpt xu favox*
tiia dovursuant or any of ltd branchaoi tsnitc. or oorporatioat or logally conu-

||t^|kibutad bauking corporationii, tho land huroby ucquirud oid.ll nukiduuuiRiamxliu hu
fi'i'liaalienabla and nhall not be nutijuct to incuitbraneo £dr a period of fivo (51 yuaru

• aiuir
iif"R23

x;?!E thu dutu of tliis putuot. and ahull nut be labla for tha aatiafaotion of uiiy
iji:^tlul.t contraotad prior to the expiration of that period, and .shall not ancuuLui-uJ,
j>[.i'(.lianatod. or tranfurred to uny puraun, eorporatioa (Continua on Fngu

|:Hi
;-H!b'"

11

IVanscribdd in the "Regisiration Book" for the
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Page . ..-A
•  I

(CONTINUATION OF TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION)

i,x p,i7tr.dx-u).i>> not uKfclil'ior! to ;-:c-iulro lands of the public doooin uniior c-iJ "Ot
Sto. ?87^<Ncist^ j^t'^ the oonaor.t zi the eronlce end the approval of tbo i'^eQroL.ry
of ^tural '>^uo:!Urcoa, and Bololy for ccnaeraial, Induotrial, eJu-
cationa^.Ml£BSo^;S^ aharitaMo purr-OBos of for a ripht of way, arrtl to cli csn-
ditiono andpublic ouwoconts, end sorvitodo ivoopnizcct ami preocriooJ by luu, cs-
nooially those ccnticncd in eactiont; 'IC^, 103, 109, 11C, 111, and dlil oi ..zl :.z.
'7^ cf tho Philippine logisiaturo uo osondod.

ZK T^'oTZKOtlY UHcUOXr, and by uuxhority uf tho bulbed atr.tco ci' •■acrica and
.tho Oovommcbt os' the Philix/piiio Zalaudo, 1, IWluUT T, IS, Govux-iiar-Oondrol

of the Philippino Xolaudo, iiavo cuueod tUouo luttero to be tnude patent, and tho
seal of tho tiovuruaient of the Ihlllppiuc lalcndu to be hercunta affixed..

Givon under ay iiund ut the City u£ Itauila, an this 21ot day of Uctobor in tb
yoar of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred ond twenty-nine.

(ECB.) 31.1011? y. l)/.VZC
Qoveritor-Generol of the Philippine iolnnc

dCCni'-t-SIGKED:

(i'.GD.) K. ALbllAK
Secretory of .'.griculture and '-atur.nl i-oooui'cos

'eoorded in the Suruuu cf Lands, t'ol. 24, I'uce 2vS.
/.

•ii
Slj
!! |

i

i
i

I
wi!

beginning nt a point Bari:ed 1 on plan V—36910, Ii. 20'10*L,, 2521.33 3. froa
ilLLli i<o. 2, iio, of 'ubtiy, Mp. of "uba.-ibaruii, thence d. 273.05 o. to yoi
2; 9'3't'i:., 2l6.0d u. eo point 3; h'- 3? 0C»'..., 37.33 uj. to point 'i;
113.33 n. to point 5i '-i. BV 12'b., IJ^.I-'i to point 6}-K. 4 SS''"-, 206.70 15. £0
Tioint 1, point of bop^nning. Ooacainin;; an area of 6.311? iiuctarea. iointn 1 to
6 inclusive, B.L. '■yl. ocnsroto oouuncnis; pointr. 1 c-id c, on shore cf "utijar. i'sy
doundud on the north, by Ihiblic I^und; ou the eaot, by i'ubltc lund; on 'c!io octii,
by Public land and porperty eluiaed by Cndide Seloy; ou tno west, by butuau l-'oy.
llcarines true, declination 2 OS*r.., Toint;: reforrod to narked on plan i-'-36'>10,
Surveyod under aatltoyity of ooctiona 't1—43 <ci Ko, 23?'f jsmd la accordnr.co wltU
oxiating regulationo of the durcuu o.f LtOids, by ^utonlo .voeon, Jr., Surveyor,
under the aupervision of "ngol "iilunast, tiiU^ic Lund Surveyor, on Oct. 20, 1527
and approved on August 22, 1929. "^eaoriptiou* uicten in tho -liraau of Uindn
by J. Kercodo oa Uept. iy, 1529.

KEho'iAhnuk o: i3:: UH27 :•c^a

"Pursuant to section 7 of hep-.>blic Act Xo. 26, this certificate of title
having been adminlBtrntivoly roconstitutod In without projudlco to any party ~:.o
right or interest in the property wna duly noted on the original copy thorocf ut
the time it was lost or deatroyed."

I? IS Crff>n7ISD that this cortifcato of title eoaaistiag o:" two rj!»
hac on Sanua^ St 1979 at 10:00 been reconsiitutad fr^ei t-.o ow.'jer'o dunlic
of Ori.einal Oortlficate of 1'itle No. 217, Xage No. IC5, tho reconstitution Imvin
boon effected thru a petition and oiiuurod under ~<itry No. 3^5 of the ucordK of
Orders and ^etiticns foe oconetitution of Lost Certificates of 'fitlcB pursuant
to the provisiona of ''opublic Act No. 26. . —

butuon City, Phllippinoe, Jonaury S, 1979 ut 10:00 A.h.

•jEso^^.Dafni '
\^.flS^4>B0VMCiat yv" A' ■;

/
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ISTRY OF DEEDS ^ \mM.

IC OF pmui'P'iMita

,■ ITCg/IBiaUgir, OP gosKiCB

'• tva-JT'"Page
•No« Book'III
V, PEge '^3

A

S

^0. RP-'*'^3 (217)

Entered in aeeordaaee vnth section 122 of Act No. 496, of the PhOipjdne Commistion,

pursuant to d patent issued by the President of the Philippines, doted of,—

on the day of October ' , in Ae yeafrdnet^ hundred ondtwgatJteaiae.'
and spread in tlie records of the Bureau of Laad8, as foBows:

"UNITED STATES OF AKEBXCA
THE GOVEBmiEKT OF THE PHZUPPINE ISLANDS .

DBPAS!nCEaiT OF AGBICULTDEE .& NATDHAL BSBOUItCES
I Boroau.'of Lands No. F-36910 EUBEAD OF LANDS ' CHITIFICATE OF TITLE
I Fatent' No. 11693 . . . MANILA H0- 217

'  PKBB PA^IT
I SOr^.TO.'NEOM THESE PBESENTO 8HJd>L CONE, HBEETINS:
„guijSg^EAS, HAXmO'EAOB, jpoesesing all the qnalifioations required by ln« in t

I niis lully coDpliad qith amd consuoasted all of the conditions, requireoents, and
provisions of Chapter VII, of Act No, 2874 of the Philippine I>egielature, .provid
for tho granting of gree patents to notive settlers and hne continoncly ooeupied
and cultivated, either by hiaslef or thru his onceetore, foe the proscribed psri
tho foUoMing-described agricultural land situated in the sitio of , Barrio
of Fraternidad. Municipality of Cabadbaran,Provinoe of Agusan (Bow Aguean del No
on the Island of Mindanao, Philippine Islands, containing an area of ^ hectares^

I 31 ares, and 2Z centaies, according to the official plot of the survey thereof o
|iue in -the Bureau of LIe^b, MoBila, and desfiribed on -ths back hereof;

' JhO^f IHEHBFOHB, BSla IB, That, by'authority of tho'pMVisldns of'the Act of
CongfesB o^ the tfa£t|^;:^^|B^es, entitled " An act'to deol^h^ .fhe punktse of the p

I plo'^fo the United 8i|tee'cu3 to the future politldol pddple of tho
Philispine lBlat^i end-to provide'a more aatbnofflode govei^^t ̂ fdr t&oee Xelahd

I'appreved Anguet H9f 197h« '-thereiB hereby granted unto the '^ia KflHlMO PAQE, the
I'iraot of land above deeoiibed.

TO HAVE AND TO BOLD the said trant of lend, with ldiS''S9SF®iSfcnB dppurteiuieee
thereunto of right-^eSongiBg, unto the said MAXIMO'P^S ^d to ^s/her heire or
heir and aesigae forever, subject to the provi^one dfv^c^gieon II6, 119, 120, a
122 of Act 2874 of the Philippine Legislature,. except in favo
of the QovexBE!rat,.OT any of its branehee, or legally oone
tituted bahking^ ea^pporatioBs, the land he^b^-^q^i^d be
iaBlienable^oul ^nll not.-ba: gubiact- to i^-k^T§e(S:& k'^riod of five (9) yea
froa the date of this 'rat tie ^tisfaction of any
doht.nanttaeted «bhii not encunbered
aliehfttdidi:-a*' -trSE,fca^i.'"ito t'ibatiiiao OH Page 43-A)

,™,' ' - ?'■ iSa :fSe^araSm Baofr for the
'.-.cr-'-y","!; y,. . .

'''' Provinee of , pursuant to the

•  ql*. t '■ ■

If.' . I-* -"Juf

2lBt

day Hovenber ^
twenty-nine I'trt

f
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Page -B

MEMORANDUM OF INCUMBRANCES

if

.Entry No.

ihtrgr Ho. 7092$-VNS9 • CartUibatiai Qf
■ laiMium — 1 ■ I iinmiH»MM>i>ginn«|i ii ■ iiM iiJiMH I m 11 umi iii im 11

iatry ho. - AfSldam of TuSlleatiou
Bitry Hb. ?0932 — Afitldaoit of fbn^aiiMiny
•atiiy Ho;'70555'
Bgtrajudicial Sottlenant eBtgaut«J aaoas the of HaadBP go ond NLcolaso
~KaRo&, aoatlmcacuag unto iEme!lTO ibe pare'Sr7niid "ddsezibed 'ia ittaio' iitliT
tiasothrt with Boata naregista^ je^ieel of larf ond the partioa-agro^ tjat in

iparccx do Boarca asang Jisrciano nlert rqpaniseittiiiB ihe. ddbutran' of &iara
a« Kargarlta Bage do CaitoD and Severino Page in i/5 ehores each of this
sa-HM-ertBrotw-raM Waia3S»'^TSpegiHwBa"pEc^^^
^ o&w threo heira nomelyr Inoeencia Eabia do Bage, Oleaapia Bage and Hartiw^

issT

.m

-Satxy
B

-7093fr
ctrajudicial Settlestont tttth Deed of Absolute Sale executed oooag tfao

•-%8V"Of-Sw«rtH0-iaiSff-Ha'i^r-'ECre;--B£c6~raHlSB7"'ffl®iao"7KrIon affl-TCSoST'Ea
stnnamed Bage, adjudicating unto ttaeaiaelves the share of their father Severino

•-PBgowthJB"tlt3araH»-hrT:lt&Baar-CiaS"Saia*sHareorBOT4aj5oTSge^^
2.1390 has. tas sold by the hrs. unto and in fhvor of Bernardo P. iirinra for

del Horte on O^oher 4, 2006 and knoun as doc. no. 28lt{ page no. 37| book no.

a^ filed tatdor no.3te23.
-lattWBaqtamt-

t̂ry Ho. 70936

Buibdi tiding the y^el of land described la this title into two (2) lotsr

"of tMch ttis eertincate of title is hereby oaneelled mdor TOB^OiiSZ^
PITnl .unilM^«-ntiygtooyy

Bntnaa City, HavmBbep- ]6, 200? at 2t^ -p.iB.
typed lyt hub " -v
checked {ctovifled by*

turn,

—•BegiBtiar*
Agnsan del

a 9H

/
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•StsJifyjET'
- 'iSBde°" patent, ~ oBd- tho

XABiwk to' be hereunto affixed.
/

lUven budo^ ot the City of Kanllai on this Slot day of October In t>
year of 'Onr Lord one thoueand nine hnnibred and twenty-nine.' '

(SOD.) DWIOBT 7. DAVIS
Qoberaor-Ceneral of the Philippine Zelanb

CODNTEISiaNSD:

(SOD.) SA7ASL R. ALDDAR
.Seoretary of Agriculture and "atural-BeBanreeB
ecorded in the Burean of Lands, Vol. 84, Page 298*

A'

■  .ftTgiHlllOAL DESCRIPTOOH CQHUMPATIOll

to^point J34' .. , ^ -
413.36 m. to point bi S. 87^2'W., 134.14 to point 6? H. 4''55»H,, 206.70 n. to
point 1, point of beginningt Containing an area of 6.3117 hectares. Points 1 to
6 incittsiTo, B.L. Cyi. ooncsrte iaonunents; points 1 and. 6, on shore of "utgan Bay.
^nndod' on the nOrth.'-'by Pnblio ̂ andj on the east, by Public land; on the outh,
by/Pnblii8 latn'd-and porperty claiBoi by. .Cndida Seloy; oh tho west, by Butuan Bay.
Bearings't^r« declination 2 08«B., Points referred to marked on;plBn P-36910.
Surreyed under'authority of sections 41-43 Act Mo, 2874'md in accordance with .
existing ..regnla'tiono of the Bureau of Lands, by Antonio . Joson, Jr., Surveyor,
wder the supervision of ̂ gel alunaat. Public Land Surveyor, on Oct. 20, 1927
n»ii proved on August 22, 1929. Besoription «ri.tten in the ®uraau of Lands Office
by J. Mereado oh Sept. 19. 1929*

KEHORANDDM OP EMCDHBRAKCBB

"•■'•''"ephV'Bdliiht"t"6~iie"fctloh 7 of Republic Act No. 26, this certificate of title
ha'ving been administratively reconstituted is without prejudice to any party whose
right or interest in the property was duly noted on the original copy thereof at
the tine it ws lost or destroyed."

IT IS HBHEBI CEHTIIIED that this certifoate of tiUe consisting of two pages
has on Bannary 8t 1979 at 10:00 A.K., been reconstituted froa tho owner's duplicat
of Original Certificate cf Title Mo. 217, Page Mo. 103, the recoasti'tution having
been offooted thru a petijiion and entered under ^atry Mo, 385 of the ecords of
Orders and BetiUonB fnn eccnstitution of Lost ertifieates of Titles pursuant

-tp the provisions of ^public Act Mo. 26.
Bttthan-Otty, Philippines, Jahua^ 8, 1979 at 10:00 A.M.

^Sf.asSL^ovHciai niwW?.as$^Jl0VHciai ;■!

Sitry No. 70923- - - - -
Eatry Kb. 70924 - - - - -
Eatiy Mo. 7<^5

(C<mtinued6nAd£fional Sheet
IB fMB

^  4r-

G6@TninK61TE ftLTtMfitlZiNP-R©(yiSeTi8ftTldM;
SERIAL
revenue 8ESTR1ETNb.__^
BeVENUB {^iRKt OFFKEff
rAyEDPflw:-?-.

-/Fogs

Upon carefully scrutinizing OCT No. RP-443(217), it does not appear
that there was any public road or other encumbrance annotated on the
Certificate of Title itself which affected the private ownership of the property
by Maximo Page. There are no annotations of anv notice of lis pendens
indicating that a portion of his land had been subjected to any
exproDriation nroceeding initiated bv the Government for the purpose of
providing for a public road or national highway, nor were there anv
annotations bv the local register of deeds alluding that a court had

/
I
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rendered a decision on any exproDriation case in favor of the Republic or

legal easement in favor of the Municinalitv. Absent such annotations on the

Certificate of Title itself, the nature of the entire property remained private,
and it cannot be concluded that the road which traversed the property of
Maximo Page was a Barangay Road owned by the Government.

What further undermines the credibility of the maps presented by the
accused is the fact that although witness Engineer Alipio Grana had averred
that the road in question was a Barangay Road based on its use, he had not
coordinated with the Land Management Bureau of the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources ("DENR") prior to making such
statement.^^® Later on, he admitted that he did not know of any official act
which had classified said road as a Barangay Road as his office is not
responsible for surveying or classifying roads. This was the thrust of his
answers on cross-examination, to wit:^®°

XXX XXX XXX

CHAIRPERSON:

Just a minute. You checked your personal files to find out if this
barangay road in La Fratemidad is a barangay road?

WITNESS:

Yes, Your Honor.

CHAIRPERSON:

Your basis, as you said per question of Prosecutor Dela Torre, is, we
did not get that. What is your basis that it is classified as a barangay road?

WITNESS:

That is barangay road. Your Honor, before the ... (interrupted)

CHAIRPERSON:

Yes. What is your basis. Engineer?

WITNESS:

That is one of the existing barangay roads. Your Honor.

CHAIRPERSON:

Is your office responsible for surveying or classifying roads?

WITNESS:

No, Your Honor.

CHAIRPERSON:

That's right. So, how did you get the conclusion that it is a barangay
road?

WITNESS:

TSN dated November 26,2018, p. 22
"®/rf.at 15-19 /
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I know that barangay road. Your Honor, because I wasn't still
District Engineer before, I was the Area Engineer of that road. Your Honor.

CHAIRPERSON:

You're referring to the use?

WITNESS:

Yes, Your Honor.

CHAIRPERSON:

But you're not referring to any formal classification by a
government agency classifying that road as barangay?

WITNESS:

Yes, Your Honor, that is barangay road.

CHAIRPERSON:

So, just use?

WITNESS:

Use, Your Honor.

XXX XXX XXX

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

May I interrupt the witness. Your Honors?

CHAIRPERSON:

Yes.

BY PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q. Mr. Witness, I was asking for a declaration. Is there a written
declaration, presidential proclamation, department order or circular,
or any written declaration from your office or any other office which
states that this is a barangay road?

A. I do not know. Sir.

Q. You do not know?

A. I know that that is a barangay road. Sir.

Q. That would be all. Sir. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

The private nature of the road was further corroborated by accused
Dultra, viz:^®'

XXX XXX XXX

CHAIRPERSON:

.. f
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Q  I'm sorry, why do you keep referring to a barangay road when earlier
you said it is a private property?

WITNESS:

A  You Honors, it is also a barangay road going to Binuangan Site,
Brgy. Binunganan, the private properties... (interrupted)

CHAIRPERSON:

Q  Yes, but kindly clarify, is it a barangay road maintained by the
municipality or is it simply a road that because it's the only way, it was
granted access to people going in and out to certain areas?

WITNESS:

A  As far as I know, Your Honors, it is a private road but also the
barangay can go there, can pass through there but it is maintained by
the private firm. Your Honors.

CHAIRPERSON:

All right, so it's a private road maintained by the owner, thank you.

XXX XXX XXX

ATTY. DOYON:

Q  So you are saying in Question No. 7 and Answer, I quote, "Where
exactly was the rally held?["] You said, "On barangay road[."] And then,
when asked by the Prosecutor, you said "It's a private road[."] My question
is, can you explain the discrepancy of your answer in the direct [ ]
examination and the cross-examination, Mr. Witness?

WITNESS:

A  That road is a local property going up to one area but that is not
actually exclusively a private road, sir.

ATTY. DO YON:

Q  What do you mean by public and private?

WITNESS:

A  That road could be passed through by the community going to Brgy.
Binuangan, sir.

ATTY. DOYON:

Q  You just answer my question. What do you mean by, it's a public
and private road?

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE TRESPESES:

Q  Mr. Witness, in other words, who owns the road? Is it owned by a
private individual?

WITNESS:

A  Individual, sir.

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE TRESPESES:

/
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Q  Okay, so, it's a private road, that's what you mean because it is
owned by a private individual but everybody could pass through that, that's
what you mean by public?

WITNESS:

A  Yes, Your Honors. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

As between OCT No. RP-443(217) and the theory posited by the
accused, primacy should be accorded the former being a certificate of title
registered under the Torrens system. Apropos is the pronouncement of the
Supreme Court in Chingv. Court of Appeals as follows:

The real purpose of the Torrens system is to quiet title to land and to
stop forever any question as to its legality. Once a title is registered, the
owner may rest secure, without the necessity of waiting in the portals
of the court, or sitting on the "mirador su casa" to avoid the possibility
of losing his land (National Grains Authority v. lAC, 157 SCRA 388
[1988]).

A Torrens title is generally a conclusive evidence of the
ownership of the land referred to therein (Section 49, Act 496). A strong
presumption exists that Torrens titles are regularly issued and that they are
valid. A Torrens title is incontrovertible against any "information
possessoria" or title existing prior to the issuance thereof not annotated
on the title (Salamat Vda. de Medina v. Cruz, G.R. No. 39272, May 4,
1988). (Emphasis supplied)

Assuming arguendo that the crossing of the road on the property of
Maximo Page was an easement of right of way, this would not change the
private nature of his property or divest him of the private ownership of the
affected portion thereof. Article 630 of the Civil Code is quoted: "(tjhe owner
of the servient estate retains the ownership of the portion on which the
easement is established, and may use the same in such a manner as not to
affect the exercise of the easement."^^^ In other words, the ownership of that
portion on which the road traversed remains with Maximo Page as he is the
registered owner of his lot (the servient estate). Further, even it was to be
assumed that the easement on the part of Maximo Page's land had existed for
decades, prescription would not deprive him of his ownership thereof.
Jurisprudence provides that prescription does not run against registered land
because a title, once registered, cannot be defeated even by adverse, open and
notorious possession.^

From these circumstances, it was therefore an inaccurate conclusion
for the accused to proclaim that the road in question was a public area

on the mere basis that the Cadastral Map of Tubav^^^ and the Provincial

G.R. No. 59731, January 11, 1990
An Act to Ordain and Institute the Civil Code of the Philippines [CIVIL Code], Republic Act No. 386, art.

630(1950)
Vide: Ongv. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 142056, April 19,2001

^ Exhibit 5-a Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 5-a Esparagoza
I i
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Road Map of Agusan del Norte^^^ labelled the same as a "Barangav
Road." In truth, although the venue of the demonstration was on a road
used by the public at large, the same was within the bounds of the private
property titled under OCT No. RP-443(217)^^^ in the name of Maximo
Page.

By law, the owner of a private property is entitled to the full enjoyment
of all the rights of ownership appurtenant over it, which rights include the
discretion to hold public meetings, gatherings, or even demonstrations.
Gallent v. Velasquez is quoted hereunder:^^®

A torrens title recognizes the owner whose name appears in the
certificate as entitled to all the rights of ownership under the civil law. The
Civil Code of the Philippines defines ownership in Articles 427, 428 and
429. This concept is based on Roman Law which the Spaniards introduced
to the Philippines through the Civil Code of 1889. Ownership, under Roman
Law, may be exercised over things or rights. It primarily includes the right
of the owner to enjoy and dispose of the thing owned. And the right to enjoy
and dispose of the thing includes the right to receive from the thing what it
produces, jus utendi; jus fruendi the right to consume the thing by its use,
jus abutendi the right to alienate, encumber, transform or even destroy the
thing owned, jus disponendi and the right to exclude fi-om the possession of
the thing owned by any other person to whom the owner has not transmitted
such thing jus vindicandi.

This recognition of the property owner's rights reverberates in Section
4 of B.P. 880 which provides in clear language that no permit to hold a
public assembly is required if done on private propertv. in which case
only the consent of the owner, or the one entitled to its legal possession, is
reouired.^^^ All that was necessary, therefore, for the rally to be lawfully
held on the land of Maximo Page was the consent of his lawful heirs
entitled to its possession. The consent of the heirs of Maximo Page to hold
the assembly on their land was positively manifested bv the fact that
Aliore Page, one of the descendants of Maximo Page, ioined the protest.
yiz;^^°

XXX XXX XXX

PROS. EPRES:

Q  You said that the area was a private property which was owned by a
certain - that the area is a titled lot under the name of the heirs of Maximo
Page?

A , Yes, sir.

Q  And who is Maximo Page?

Exhibit 6-a Garcia and Pagaragan; Exhibit 6-a Esparagoza
Exhibit A-7 ^

^ G.R. Nos. 203949 & 205071, April 6,2016, which c//e(/the Separate Opinion of Associate Justice Reynato
S. Puno in Cruz v. Secretary of Environment and Natural Resources, 400 Phil. 904,994-995 (2000).

See The Public Assembly Act of 1985, § 4
TSN dated August 15,2012, p. 15 * i
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A  He was the grandfather of Aliore Page who was with us during those
days of our assembly and prayer protest in the area, sir.

XXX XXX XXX

Yet, even after the rallyists substantiated their claim that they stood on
private property by showing OCX No. RP-443(217) to the accused law
enforcers, the rally was still forcibly dissolved only on its second day, or on
August 6, 2006, after the participants thereof were sprayed by a mounted
water cannon from a BFP firetruck which had been brought in from
Cabadbaran Fire Station. Flowing from the constitutional guarantee of
freedom of expression, which fundamental right enjoys primacy in the
realm of constitutional protection as per Bayan v, Ermila^^^ the use of
water cannons to disperse or dissolve peaceful public assemblies is strictly

regulated bv B.P. 880, which requires as a condition precedent that the

assembly is attended by violence or destruction of property, viz:^^^

Section 10. Police assistance when requested - It shall be imperative
for law enforcement agencies, when their assistance is requested by the
leaders or organizers, to perform their duties always mindful that their
responsibility to provide proper protection to those exercising their
right peaceably to assemble and the freedom of expression is
primordial. Towards this end, law enforcement agencies shall observe
the following guidelines:

(a) Members of the law enforcement contingent who deal with the
demonstrators shall be in complete uniform with their nameplates and units
to which they belong displayed prominently on the front and dorsal parts of
their uniform and must observe the policy of "maximum tolerance" as
herein defined;

(b) The members of the law enforcement contingent shall not carry
any kind of firearms but may be equipped with baton or riot sticks, shields,
crash helmets with visor, gas masks, boots or ankle high shoes with shin
guards;

(c) Tear gas, smoke grenades, water cannons, or any similar anti-
riot device shall not be used unless the public assemblv is attended bv

actual violence or serious threats of violence, or deliberate destruction

of propertv. (Emphasis supplied)

It was thus imperative for the accused to adequately prove the existence
of an exigent circumstance that violence or acts of destruction of property
during the public assembly, which would trump the claim of the assemblyists
that their demonstration was peaceful, and therefore would have made the
dispersal thereof necessary through the deployment of the water cannon, or
by other means.

G.R. Nos. 169838, 169848 & 169881, April 25,2006
The Public assembly act of 1985, § 10

.  /
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The rally at Barangay La

Fraternidad was not actually

PERVADED BY VIOLENCE OR

DELIBERATE ACTS OF DESTRUCTION OF

PROPERTY, WHICH UNDERMINED THE

BASIS OF THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE

WATER CANNON AGAINST THE

RALLYISTS.

The accused justified their deployment of the water cannon and the
dissolution of the assembly on the premise that there were alleged intelligence
reports from the military that the peaceful gathering at Barangay La
Fraternidad had supposedly been infiltrated by elements of the New People's
Army ("NPA"), the ultra-violent wing of the Communist Party of the
Philippines, such that armed outsiders had disguised themselves among the
rallyists and they were purportedly plotting to bomb SR Metals, Inc. the
mining company operating in said area.

The theory of the accused is unsupported by the evidence on record.

Other than the inconvenience of temporary stoppage of operations
suffered by SR Metals, Inc. as a result of the total blockage of free commerce
on the road in Barangay La Fraternidad, it had not been adequately
established that actual or threatened violence, much less anv deliberate

destruction of the propertv of the mining companv. or even threats

thereof, pervaded the rallv. Quite the opposite, the accused themselves

admitted that the assembly actually appeared to be normal and peaceful

by all anpearances.

In truth, accused Dultra, who was present during the assembly at
Barangay La Fraternidad, recalled that, other than the fact that some of the
rallyists had worn handkerchiefs to cover their faces, no objects had been
hurtled at the police officers on-scene, and he had failed to observe any
persons illegally discharging any firearms:^^^

XXX XXX XXX

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

We submit, Your Honors.

Q  Likewise, during the re-direct, you mentioned that there were
suspicious and new people who were roaming around, blending with the
rallyists, correct?

WITNESS:

A  Yes, sir.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

/273TSN dated May 29.2018, pp. 83-85
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Q  Do you confirm even during and after the dispersal of the
rallyists, there were no gunshots fire(d] from the rallyists, Mr. Witness,
did they throw anything at you?

WITNESS:

A  There was none, sir.

Q  Did they throw anything towards the dispersal team?

WITNESS:

A  During the dispersal there was no one throwing anything at us.
sir.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  So, this suspicious and new people, maybe, since you are an
intelligence operative is not confirmed based on that fact or statement?

WITNESS:

A  That was what I saw, sir. We were only depending (sic) ourselves
because those people were wearing masks.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  But the point of the prosecution is, there were no untoward incident
even during and after the dispersal which was thrown against you?

ATTY. MENDOZA-YU:

Objection, Your Honors. There was no untoward incident of stone
throwing.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE

Stone throwing or even firing of guns.

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE JACINTO

Already answered. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

The overall peaceful nature of the protest was also attested to by
accused Esparagoza, Police Chief of Tubay, who had negotiated face-to-face
with the demonstrators, and was therefore in the best position to determine the
presence of actual, or threatened, violence, including destruction of property,
if any. But when questioned by the Court if there was a belligerent air to the
demonstration, accused Esparagoza repjied in the negative, to wit:^'"*

XXX XXX XXX

AJ TRESPESES:

But how did you characterize the rally when you arrived at the scene
on that particular date? How did you characterize the behavior of the
rallyists? Were they violent or aggressive? Or it was just a normal rally
staged by these environmental troops?

WITNESS:

274TSN dated February 19,2019, pp. 23-24 /
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If you look at the rally, [Y]our Honor, it seems to be lust normal.

AJTRESPESES:

When you say, normal, meaning, it was peaceful?

WITNESS:

Yes. [Y]our Honor.

AJ TRESPESES:

The usual shouting of their slogans?

WITNESS:

Thev were manageable. [Y]our Honor. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

Moreover, accused Garcia, who had been actively monitoring the rally
at Barangay La Fratemidad through his staff, never even received any
significant reports of volatile, untoward incidents caused by the people
holding the demonstration:^'^

XXX XXX XXX

BY PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q. In relation to the question of the Honorable Court, would you agree
with me that even though after the rallyists were dispersed by the concerned
officials, there were no untoward incidents that happened coming from the
rallyists, correct. Sir? Meaning, they never threw stones or they never fired
any guns or they never did any harm to the police officials, correct. Sir?

A. Fm not aware of that. Sir.

Q. You were not made aware of that?

A. Yes, Sir. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

Even accused Guday, then Barangay Chairperson of La Fratemidad,
who had initially testified that she received reports of armed individuals
posing as rallyists, could not confirm the same when she went to the rally site
on August 5,2006:^"

XXX XXX XXX

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  Can you elaborate what was the exact description of these
individuals mentioned to you by your barangay officials?

WITNESS:

A  My barangay tanod reported to me that there are also people by the
road in Kinapuk-an. Those people gathered together and my barangay tanod
saw armed people, sir.

Judicial Affidavit dated July 10,2018 of accused Garcia (Records, Vol. 4, pp. 327-337)
TSN dated July IS, 2018 (afternoon), p. 58
^ TSN dated September 26,2018, pp. 23-26

,  /
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CHAIRPERSON:

Next question.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  When was this information relayed to you?

WITNESS:

A  August 4,2006, sir.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  And this was on the same day that you wrote the letter?

WITNESS:

A  Yes, sir.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  Immediately upon informing you of the presence of these alleged
individuals, you immediately wrote the letter?

WITNESS:

A  Yes, sir.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  After you wrote the letter, what did you do with the same, ma'am?

WITNESS:

A  I indicated on the letter that the police should see what is going on
because there might be an incident that is going to happen?

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  The following day, did you follow-up if there is any incident which
transpired in connection with your letter, ma'am?

WITNESS:

A  On August 5,1 went there and saw that they were blocking the road.
They had the image of the patron saint, sir.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE;

Q  In short, you went to the rally site?

WITNESS:

A  Yes, I went there on August 5, sir. I saw that they were blocking the
roads with boulders and bamboos.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  But were you able to witness if these individuals were possessing
firearms?

ATTY. DY:

If I may. Your Honors, I think the witness' testimony is not that she
personally saw the armed individuals. Your Honors. It was reported to her...
(interrupted)

,  i
'• I
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CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, but when she went on August 5, that's the gist of the cross-
examination now which is a different day.

ATTY. DY:

We submit, Your Honors.

CHAIRPERSON:

Answer.

WITNESS:

I didn't really notice any armed men because there were so
many people there. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

Regarding the supposed intelligence information of possible NPA
attacks in Tubay, accused Pagaragan, then Police Provincial Director of
Agusan del Norte, failed to recall having received any actual reports received
by his office during the time material to these cases

XXX XXX XXX

PROS. DELA TORRE:

Request for readback (sic). Your Honors.

CHAIRPERSON:

Readback (sic) Elsa.

STENOGRAPHER:

I can contain the Municipality of Tubay. Situational update of
Municipality of Tubay.

CHAIRPERSON:

There is no specific intelligence classified information insofar as
Tubay is concemed. Will you confirm that?

WITNESS:

It depends. Your Honors, if the intelligence community would
obsetved (sic) any indication ... (interrupted) <

PROS. DELA TORRE:

Q  The question is there or there is any?

CHAIRPERSON:

Yes, answer, is there or not any classified intelligence
information?

WITNESS:

I cannot remember anymore. Your Honors.

CHAIRPERSON:

278TSN dated January IS, 2019, pp. 24-26 /
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But this will be important because vou seemed to allege that

there are NPA infiltrates insofar as that rally Was concerned. That will

he very important from the point of view of the Court in appreciating

vour defense. So. vou are now saving that there is none insofar as Tubav

is concerned?

WITNESS:

I cannot, Your Honors.

CHAIRPERSON:

You cannot recall?

WITNESS:

Yes. Your Honors. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

The final nail in the coffin was hammered by the aforecited testimony
of accused Pagaragan. Being then the top police official of Agusan del Norte,
accused Pagaragan should have been privy to all reports concerning would-be
plots of communist attacks against the towns and cities within his area of
responsibility, including the Municipality of Tubay. Although accused
Esparagoza was adamant about the existence of such intelligence, the fact of
the matter is Aat accused Pagaragan could not confirm the existence of any
intelligence report, classified or not, concerning the Municipality of Tubay
that had been forwarded to his office. This greatly undermines the veracity of
the theory advanced by accused Esparagoza concerning the presence of NPA
elements at the rally held in Barangay La Fratemidad on August 5 and 6,2006.

As disclosed by the evidence, the intelligence reports of would-be rebel
attacks in Tubay remained unconfirmed. Quite the opposite, the rally at
Barangay La Fratemidad appeared to be normal and bereft of violence against
the government agents on duty thereat, the townsfolk, and the operations of
the mining company. On this premise, it cannot be said that the deployment
of the water cannon against the demonstrators was justified. It was a
depravation of the constitutional rights of the assemblyists, therefore, that they
had to endure the fiill blast of the water cannon fired fi-om the BFP firetmck,
when all they did was to hold a rally not characterized by violence.

The crucial question that now must be answered is thus: who gave the
order to unleash the water cannon?

While the prosecution theorized that all the accused conspired with one
another in the commission of the crimes charged, the accused deflected by
laying individual blame to varying persons.

Accused Garcia, Pagaragan, and Esparagoza, flatly denied that any of
them had issued the order to unleash the water cannon. Instead, they
pinpointed a John Doe in civilian attire as the mastermind who purportedly

,  /
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commanded the BFP personnel manning the firetruck to deploy the water
turret.

For accused Paduganan, Sacol, and Dultra, however, they all skirted
around the issue. Accused Dultra pleaded that he was outranked by his
superiors, and consequently, he was in no position to give the order to use the
water cannon. On the other hand, accused Paduganan and Sacol claimed that
they were only present during the dispersal because they were ordered to
proceed to Barangay La Fratemidad on the authority of Mayor Herman
Libames of Cabadbaran, and they questioned why the latter, and another
firefighter named Adriano Bisoy, Jr., were excluded from the present charges.

Jurisprudence has it that conspiracy exists when two or more persons
come to an agreement concerning the commission of a felony and decide to
commit it.^^' In conspiracy, the act of one is the act of all. Conspiracy is
present when one concurs with the criminal design of another, indicated by
the performance of an overt act leading to the crime committed.^®" "When
conspiracy is established, the responsibility of the conspirators is collective,
not individual, rendering all of them equally liable regardless of the extent of
their respective participations."^®'

Conspiracy may be proved by direct or circumstantial evidence. Direct
proof of conspiracy is rarely found; circumstantial evidence is often resorted
to in order to prove its existence.^®^ Conspiracy may be inferred from the
conduct of the accused before, during and after the commission of the crime,
which are indicative of a joint purpose, concerted action and concurrence of
sentiments. It may be deduced from the mode and manner in which the
offense was perpetrated.^®^

The discussions below will tackle the individual participation of the
accused in the dispersal of the public assembly at Barangay La Fratemidad on
August 6,2006, in relation to conspiracy, if any.

There is strong evidence to point

TO ACCUSED Garcia as the epicenter

IN WANTING TO OUTRIGHTLY DISPERSE

THE RALLY AT BARANGAY LA

Fraternidad, Tubay by tapping his

Police Chief, accused Esparagoza,

TO DISSOLVE THE SAME WITH THE AID

OF A BFP FIRETRUCK FROM

Cabadbaran Fire Station. It later

APPEARED THAT ACCUSED

^ People V. Macaranas, G.R. No. 226846, June 21,2017

People V. Elhalde y Sumagdon, G.R. No. 210434, December 5,2016
Ibid

Supra, note 279
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Esparagoza was the one who

PERSONALLY ISSUED THE COMMAND TO

EMPLOY THE WATER CANNON AGAINST

THE RALLYISTS, WHICH PUT AN END TO

THEIR PEACEFUL GATHERING TO AIR

GRIEVANCES AGAINST LOCAL MINING

OPERATIONS.

A sizeable contingent of police from Tubay and fire personnel from
neighboring Cabadbaran were brought to bear upon the assembly as a result
of the Dispersal Order^''' dated August 6, 2006, in which accused Garcia, as
Municipal Mayor, gave a direct order for the police personnel of Tubay to
disperse the assembly in Barangay La Fratemidad. A scanned copy of the
Order is reproduced below:
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While the accused claimed that the rally had actually started on August
4, 2006, Fr. Luis and the other rallyists established that their assembly only
converged on August 5,2006. Why then was the Dispersal Order immediately
issued on August 6,2006, merely one day after the inception of the assembly,
if it was the intent of accused Garcia to establish a peaceful dialogue with the
rallyists in the interest of maximum tolerance? One need only to carefully
examine the evidence to see that it was the true plan of the accused to disperse
the assembly from the beginning.

Upon learning of the rally in Barangay La Fratemidad, accused Garcia
wasted no time in phoning Governor Erlpe Amante ("Governor Amante")
for. assistance.^®' By presumably prodding Mayor Herman Libames ("Mayor
Libarnes") through Governor Amante, accused Garcia was able to essentially
borrow from Cabadbaran Fire Station a firetruck for the purpose of bringing
the same to Barangay La Fratemidad to disperse the assembly thereat. The
request for said vehicle had been confirmed by accused Paduganan, Fire Chief
of Cabadbaran, who pertinently recalled that his office had received a request
for assistance from accused Garcia and Govemor Amante, in this wise:^®^

XXX XXX XXX

8. Question: How about on 5 August 2006, did you go to Barangay La
Fratemidad?

Answer: No, Ma'am. Only in the police station of Tubay.

9. Question: Why?

Answer: Initially, on said date, my attention was called by our
Regional Director that the Mayor of Tubay and the Governor of
Agusan del Norte were asking for assistance. Per Mission Order dated
5 August 2006 (Exhibit 32), which was given to me, [my staff and 1]
went to the police station of Tubay. We were made to stay there and
wait for instructions from the Chief of Police Benny Esparagoza.

10. Question: You said that you were given a Mission Order to go to
Tubay, please tell this Honorable Court what transpired before you went to
Tubay?

Answer: On 5 August 2006 at [3:00 p.m.], the station where 1 am
assigned received a memorandum request from the O.l.C. of Tubay,
[Municipal] Police Station for a Fire Track to be used in the dispersal of an
illegal rally held right in the middle of a barangay road at La Fratemidad,
Tubay, Agusan del Norte.

11. Question: What happened next[,] if any?

Answer: Acting as the Municipal Fire [Marshal] of the station of the
Bureau of Fire Protection of Cabadbaran, Agusan del Norte, 1 immediately
called and informed the Office of the Provincial Fire [Marshal] (OPFM),
[C/lnsp.] Gloria G. Gutierrez about the subject request. The OPFM said that

^ Judicial Affidavit dated July 10,2018 of accused Garcia (Records. Vol. 4. p. 331)
^Judicial Affidavit dated June 13,2018 of accused Paduganan (Records. Vol. 4, pp. 276-277)
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I have to get a clearance from the office of the Regional Director, F/Supt.
Alejandro M. Cagampang.

12. Question: What happened after, if any?

Answer: Moments later, [F/Supt.] Alejandro M. Cagampang
called the station that Mayor Fidel Garcia called him and asked for

assistance and as to the availability of a fire truck. He gave instruction

to me as Acting Municipal Fire Marshal, that he has confirmed and given
clearance to the request provided that the [Ljocal [Cjhief Executive in
Cabadbaran, Mayor Herman M. Libames[,] will confirm and approve the

request. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

Evidence disclosed accused Esparagoza had also made a request to
Cabadbaran Fire Station to secure the use of a firetruck. The Mission Order

dated August 5,2006 stated:^®'

XXX XXX XXX

PURPOSE : To provide assistance as per request by the Chief of Police
of Tubay P/Insp. Benny C. Esparagoza through his Memorandum
received [by] this station on same date, requesting fire truck availability
to be used in dispersal of illegal rallies thereat[.]

DURATION : -1900H to 2200H of Aug. 05 and 0400H to 1 GOGH of Aug.
6,2GG6

XXX XXX XXX

There was no Justification for the accused to cause a firetruck to be
brought from Cabadbaran to the rally site if not for the sole purpose of the
dispersal of the assembly. There was nothing on record which suggested that
the firetruck would be put to use in Barangay La Fratemidad for the
extinguishment of actual fires, or that the same would serve in a humanitarian
role as a result of a water shortage in the area, inter alia. It was thus apparent

that the intent of accused Garcia and Esparagoza in specifically requesting for
said vehicle disclosed their goal to put an end to the public demonstration via
dispersing the assemblyists through the use of the water turret.

By virtue of his power of administrative supervision over the local
police force in his jurisdiction, accused Garcia specifically designated

Exhibit A-16

^V\xisaaxA\oRepublicActNo.6975:

SECTIONS!. Powers of Local Government Officials Over the PNP Units or Forces. —
Governors and mayors shall be deputized as representatives of the Commission in their respective
territorial jurisdiction. As such, the local executives shall discharge the following functions:

XXX XXX XXX

(b) City and Municipal Mayors — (1) Operational Supervision and Control. The city
and municipal mayors shall exercise operational supervision and control over PNP
units In their respective Jurisdiction except during the thirty (30) day period immediately
preceding and the thirty (30) days following any national, local and barangay elections.
During the said period, the local police forces shall be under the supervision and control of
the Commission on Elections.

■  /
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accused Esparagoza as the ground commander to oversee the dissolution of
the assembly.^®' This act would prove to be significant. Accused Esparagoza
was identified by the rallyists as the one who had been telling them to
disperse, and had explicitly issued them a warning that, "you have to
disperse in 5 minutes or else the firetruck will operate."^^' In his capacity
as the ground commander, accused Esparagoza then issued the command
to deploy the water cannon against the assemblyists gathered at
Barangay Fraternidad. This was revealed by accused Paduganan:^'^

XXX XXX XXX

19. Question; What happened after, if any?

Answer: At about 4:00 in the morning of 6 August 2006, we were told
again to go to Tubay for assistance. We were met by P.N.P, Provincial
Director P/Sr. Supt. Jerome P. Pagaragan and the local police of Tubay
headed by P/Insp. Benny Cristobas Esparagoza who acted as the ground
commander. It would appear that the rallyists never left and stayed on until
the following day.

20. Question: What happened after, if any?

Answer: After a long negotiation with the rallyists, P/Insn.
Esnaragoza, acting Municipal Police Marshal, decided to disperse the

rallv and ordered bv firemen to use the water cannon. (Emphasis
supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

The After Mission Report^'^ dated August 16, 2006, executed by the
firefighters of Cabadbaran Fire Station, corroborated the fact that accused
Esparagoza, indeed, issued the command to unleash the water cannon. A copy
of said Report, obtained by Seldio L. Pilongo, former Chief Investigator of
the Commission on Human Rights, Caraga Region, read:

XXX XXX XXX

-0400H of Aug. 06,2006, duty detailed firefighters headed by SF03
Dionesio E. Paduganan MFM [Municipal Fire Marshal], SFOl Sacol, F03
Tale, F02 Bisoy and FOl Paduganan together with the firefighting

The term 'operational supervision and control' shall mean the power to direct,
superintend, and oversee the day-to-day functions of police investigation of crime,
crime prevention activities, and traffic control in accordance with the rules and
regulations promulgated by the Commission.

It shall also include the power to direct the employment and deployment of units or
elements of the PNP, through the station commander, to ensure public safety and
effective maintenance of peace and order within the locality. For this purpose, the terms
'employment' and 'deployment' shall mean as follows: (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

TSN dated July 18,2018 (afiemoon), p. 62
^ TSN dated August 16.2012, p. 6

TSN dated March 20,2013 (morning) pp. 38-39
^ Judicial Affidavit dated June 13.2018 of accused Paduganan (Records. Vol. 4, p. 278)

Exhibit A-15
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apparatus proceed[ed] to the said area (Tubay ADN [Agusan del Norte])
and immediately coordinate[ed] [with] P/Insp. Esparagoza Acting Mun.
Police Marshal.

-0700H After the mass and long nego[t]iation with the rallyist[s],
still they refused to [disperse] and [thereafter] P/Insn. Esparagoza. Acting
Mun. Police Marshal ordered the firefighter to lusel the water cannon

and immediately F03 Tale follow[ed] the order and spray[ed| the
rallyist[s] using the turret.

-0745H Rallyist[s] withdr[e]w their post.

III. Request Acknowledge Receipt.

(Sgd.)

DIONESIO E PADUGANAN

SF03 BFP

ACTG MUN FIRE

MARSHAL

(Emphasis supplied)

The identification of accused Esparagoza as the person who barked the
command to fire the water cannon was all that was needed to make him

responsible for the dispersal. Verily, the order to employ the water cannon
could only be issued by accused Esparagoza. To stress, he had been appointed
by accused Garcia as the ground commander whose mission was the dispersal
of the assemblyists. Although accused Espai^goza was not the highest-
ranking police official on-scene at the rally because his superior. Police
Provincial Director accused Pagaragan, was also present thereat, the chain of
command remained. Since accused Esparagoza had been hand-picked to be
in-charge of the government agents at the rally, and the incident transpired
within Tubay, which was the primary jurisdiction of accused Esparagoza as
Police Chief, it was clear that accused Esparagoza was vested the authority to
command the police and fire officials on-duty at the rally site at Barangay La
Fratemidad; necessarily, orders would then be given by him, which said
public officials would have to follow.

Despite his defense that he was not present at the rally site, the direct
participation of accused Garcia has been clearly spelled out. He was the one
who issued the Dispersal Order entrusting accused Esparagoza to dissolve the
rally merely one day after it just begun. Accused Garcia then tapped his
political allies to give the necessary clearance so that he could get hold of a
firetruck from the Cabadbaran Fire Station, which had no purpose other than
the dispersal of the assembly at Barangay La Fratemidad. To ensure that his
goal would be carried out to the letter, accused Garcia designated accused
Esparagoza as the ground commander to take charge of the police and fire
officials at the rally site. With this appointment, and considering that Tubay
was his territory, accused Esparagoza had the authority to issue orders to the

/• ^
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government officials on-duty at Barangay La Fratemidad. Accused
Esparagoza was then positively identified as the person who issued the
command to deploy the water cannon. Based on these premises, it is therefore
clear that both accused Garcia and accused Esparagoza must be held
responsible for their undeniable participation in the dispersal of the rally.

But pertaining to Police Provincial Director accused Pagaragan, police
officer accused Dultra, Fire Chief accused Paduganan, and firefighter accused
Sacol, did the evidence show that they, too, should be equally liable in the
dispersal of the rally?

The answer to this question is in the negative, for each of the above-
named accused, as will be shown hereunder.

Nothing on record pinned the
RESPONSIBILITY OF FIRING THE WATER

CANNON ON Police Provincial
Director accused Pagaragan.
Truth is, he was at the rally site
FOR LEGITIMATE REASONS: FIRST, HE
WAS DUTY BOUND AS A POLICE OFFICIAL

TO KEEP PEACE AND ORDER WITHIN HIS

AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY, WHICH
INCLUDED Barangay La
Fraternidad, and second, he had
BEEN DIRECTLY ORDERED BY THE

Governor to go to Barangay La
Fraternidad to establish a
DIPLOMATIC SOLUTION TO THE RALLY.

Without a doubt, accused Pagaragan was at the rally at Barangay La
Fratemidad on August 5, 2006. This was so because Governor Amante
directly phoned accused Pagaragan and ordered him to establish a dialogue
with the rallyists.^®'* This was a lawful order by Governor Amante in his
capacity as the chief executive official of the provincial government, under
Republic Act No. 7160 7160"), otherwise known as the Local
Government Code of 1991, viz;^'^

SECTION 465. The Chief Executive: Powers, Duties,
Functions, and Compensation. — (a) The provincial governor, as the chief
executive of the provincial government, shall exercise such powers and
perform such duties and functions as provided by this Code and other laws.

^ Judicial Affidavit dated January 4,2019 of accused Pagaragan (Records, Vol. 4. p. 441)
An Act Providing for a Local Government Code of 1991 [Local Govf,rnment CODE OF 1991 ]. Republic

Act No. 7160, §465 (1991) ^

9
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(b) For efficient, effective and economical governance the purpose of
which is the general welfare of the province and its inhabitants pursuant to
Section 16 of this Code, the provincial governor shall:

(1) Exercise general supervision and control over all
programs, projects, services, and activities of the provincial
government, and in this connection, shall:

XXX XXX XXX

(2) Enforce all laws and ordinances relative to the
governance of the province and the exercise of the
appropriate corporate powers provided for imder Section 22
of this Code, implement all approved policies, programs,
projects, services and activities of the province and, in
addition to the foregoing, shall:

/

XXX XXX XXX

(vi) Call upon the appropriate national law
enforcement agencies to suppress disorder, riot,

lawless violence, rebellion or sedition or to

apprehend violators of the law when public

interest so requires and the police forces of the

component city or municipality where the
disorder or violation is happening are inadequate

to cope with the situation or the violators;
(Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

Accused Pagaragan thus was bound by law to comply with the directive
of Governor Amante. But his presence at the rally was further necessary due
to his job as Police Provincial Director of Agusan del Norte. As a police
officer, part of his responsibilities was to maintain peace and order and to
ensure public safety in his area of operations, Agusan del Norte, to which
Barangay La Fratemidad belonged. Republic Act No. 6975 dP75")

provides:^^^

SECTION 24. Powers and Functions. — The PNP shall have the

following powers and functions:

(a) Enforce all laws and ordinances relative to the protection of
lives and properties;

(b) Maintain peace and order and take all necessary steps to
ensure public safety;

(c) Investigate and prevent crimes, effect the arrest of criminal
offenders, bring offenders to justice and assist in their prosecution;
(Emphasis supplied)

An Act Establishing the Philippine National Police Under a Reorganized Department of the Interior and
Local Government, and For Other Purposes [Department of the Interior and Local Government Act
OF 1990], §24
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XXX XXX XXX

The public demonstration at Barangay La Fratemidad necessarily
alerted the police authorities as it caused a complete blockage of the road such
that no vehicles could pass, much less access, the mining site located nearby.
Clearly, there was a disruption of peace in Tubay. As a high-ranking police
officer, accused Pagaragan had the legal duty to maintain public order in said
Barangay, which justified his presence thereat. Not only that, he had already
been given such directive by Governor Amante. Accused Pagaragan thus had
to try to find a diplomatic resolution for the conflict between the rallyists and
the mining firm.

However, it has not been established by the prosecution that accused
Pagaragan had a direct hand in the firing of the water cannon against the
assemblyists. In the first place, no witness has identified accused Pagaragan
as the one who commanded the firefighters to fire the water cannon, or that
he had ordered the Fire Chief of Cabadbaran to send a firetruck to Barangay

La Fratemidad. Secondly, while accused Pagaragan outranked and was the
superior of accused Esparagoza, the latter admitted during trial that he never
received any instruction from the former at the rally:^''

XXX XXX XXX

CHAIRPERSON:

You were not fumished a copy of that Report?

WITNESS:

Yes, [Y]our Honor.

CHAIRPERSON:

But it says that you are very assertive in giving directives, instead of
simply doing nothing and awaiting the back[-]up order of the immediate
superior?

WITNESS:

With your permission, [Y]our Honor, I will try to explain.

In a police operation, lY]our Honor, I need to wait for further
instructions before I take any action.

AJ TRESPESES:

Further instructions from whom?

WITNESS:

From my superior, referring [to] P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan,
[Yjour Honor.

Q  In connection with that, [M]r. [WJitness, you claimed that you
did not receive any instruction from Chief Pagaragan, correct?

^ TSN dated February 19,2019, pp. 10-12
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A  Yes, sir.

XXX XXX XXX

CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

Q  Mr. [W]itness, in connection with this paragraph, you mentioned
that you saw somebody in civilian clothes completely orchestrating the fire
[tnarshal] and [firetruck], what do you mean by saying, "orchestrating[?"]
[A]re they the ones making orders to the fire [marshal]? Is that what you are
trying to say?

A  I beg your pardon, sir?

Q  Are you trying to impress upon this Court that the ones who ordered
the dispersal or use of [the] water cannon were civilians? They were the
ones who gave orders to the BFP personnel?

A  Yes, sir.

Q  So, did you verify the identities of these alleged civilians who gave
orders to the [BSP] personnel?

A  As what I said, during that time, in the presence of mv superior
officer. 1 took his command. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

As narrated by accused Esparagoza, it was he, not accused Pagaragan,
who took up the reins of command during the rally, and the reason therefor
was obvious: accused Esparagoza was acting as the incident or ground
commander at the rally. In other words, accused Pagaragan was not calling
the shots, especially the order to deploy the water cannon; neither had accused
Pagaragan made requests to Cabadbaran Fire Station for the use of a firetruck.
What was only apparent in accused Pagaragan's actions was that he had
approached the organizers of the assembly, had established a dialogue with
them as ordered by the Governor, and had simply requested them to remove
the barricades on the road and transfer the assembly to the fi*eedom park.^'®
Accused Pagaragan, therefore, should not be held liable for the firing of the
water cannon, absent any direct evidence to the contrary.

To reiterate, accused Pagaragan took a backseat role at the rally. At the
helm was accused Esparagoza alone who had control of the government forces
at the rally site by virtue of his appointment as ground commander by accused
Garcia. It was also accused Esparagoza who had made a request for a firetruck
to Cabadbaran Fire Station to be put to use in the dispersal of the rally.
Moreover, none other than accused Esparagoza was pinpointed as the person
who had issued the directive to fire the water cannon at the assemblyists.

^ Judicial Affidavit dated January 4,2019 of accused Pagaragan (Records, Vol. 4, p. 444)
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Accused Dultra was only present

AT THE RALLY BY VIRTUE OF HIS DUTY

AS A POLICE OFFICER TO OVERSEE THE

PEACE AND ORDER OF THE COMMUNITY,

BUT HE DID NOT TAKE ACTIVE

PARTICIPATION IN THE DISPERSAL OF

THE ASSEMBLY.

In its Memorandum, the prosecution opined that accused Dultra carried
out illegal orders by spying, in civilian clothes, on the assemblyists, which
supposedly violated the Sections 9 and 10 (a) of B.P. 880,^^^ which essentially
prescribes that police officials at rallies must observe the 100-meter distance
rule, and that said officials must wear complete uniform prominently
displaying their nameplates and the unit to which they belong. However, said
provisions were not the kernel of the charges against accused Dultra.

The specific provision of B.P. 880 for which accused Dultra was
indicted was only in relation to Section 10 (c), in Criminal Case No. SB-11-
CRM-0266, which essentially alleged that he conspired in unlawfully
dispersing a public assembly through the use of a water cannon in the absence
of actual violence, serious threats of violence, or deliberate destruction of
property. Put differently, nowhere was accused Dultra indicted for his
alleged violations of Sections 9 and 10 (a) of B.P. 880.

In People v. Paglinawanf^^ the Supreme Court pronounced, "[t|he
Constitution is clear that an accused has the right to be informed of the
nature and cause of the accusation against him. Hence, a person cannot
be convicted of a crime for which he has not been charged, otherwise, he
would be denied the due process of law." Heeding this doctrine, it is thus
beyond cavil that accused Dultra cannot be convicted for Violations of

^ The cited provisions read:

Section 9. Non-interference by law enforcement authorities • Law enforcement agencies shall
not interfere with the holding of a public assembly. However, to adequately ensure public safety, a
law enforcement contingent under the command of a responsible police officer may be detailed and
stationed in a place at least one hundred (100) meter away from the area of activity ready to
maintain peace and order at all times.

Section 10. Police assistance when requested • It shall be imperative for law enforcement
agencies, when their assistance is requested by the leaders or organizers, to perform their duties
always mindful that their responsibility to provide proper protection to those exercising their right
peaceably to assemble and the freedom of expression is primordial. Towards this end, law
enforcement agencies shall observe the following guidelines;

(a) Members of the law enforcement contingent who deal with the demonstrators shall be
in complete uniform with their nameplates and units to which they belong displayed
prominently on the front and dorsal parts of their uniform and must observe the policy of
"maximum tolerance" as herein defined; xxx (Emphasis supplied)

Vide: G.R. No. 123094, January 31,2000 {
1
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Sections 9 and 10 (a) of B.P. 880 because the commission thereof was never
alleged in the Informations.

As it were, accused Dultra only went to the rally site at Barangay La
Fratemidad because he was then assigned at the Tubay Police Station, and the
Police Chief, accused Esparagoza, announced that a public assembly was
being held thereat.^®' Necessarily, accused Dultra had to obey his
commanding officer, and his presence was required at the rally site.
Furthermore, the assembly itself was well-within the jurisdiction of police

matters, which is obvious to ensure peace and public order.^®^

However, it cannot be said that accused Dultra had directly participated
in the dispersal of the assemblyists. It is noteworthy that he was an intelligence
officer and investigator; he was neither part of the dispersal team, or was the
negotiation team.^®^ It is also highlighted that at the time of the rally, accused
Dultra was only holding the rank of Police Officer 3, and as such, he was far
outranked by both Police Chief accused Esparagoza and Police Provincial
Director, accused Pagaragan. Given the presence of accused Dultra's superior
officers and the chain of command in the PNP, accused Dultra had zero

authority to command the dispersal of the assembly.

Moreover, none of the witnesses had pinpointed accused Dultra in the

firing of the water cannon against the rallyists. Prosecution witness Jecelyn
Regala, one of the rallyists, could not fault accused Dultra for the dispersal
that occurred. As far as her recollection of the events, Jecelyn Regala
remembered that accused Dultra helped in dismantling the physical
obstructions placed by the rallyists on the road, but she could not point her
finger at him as the one who had dispersed the rallyists. Additionally, Jecelyn
Regala went on to say that accused Dultra had only been named in the
complaint because she merely heard of his name;^"'*

XXX XXX XXX

ATTY. YU

Q  Madame Witness, you said in your Complaint Affidavit that is
attached to your Judicial Affidavit that a certain Police Officer [Warren]
Dultra came in only after the water cannon was used and only because he
helped in dismantling what remained of the makeshift tent and other
obstructions that you placed on the ground, do you remember having stated
that in your Complaint Affidavit?

A  Yes, [ma'am]

Judicial Affidavit dated May 9,2018 of accused Dultra (Records, Vol. 4, pp. 2-3)
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT OF 1990, § 24
Judicial Affidavit dated May 9,2018 of accused Dultra (Records, Vol. 4, p. 3)
TSN dated July 10,2013, pp. 19-21 f
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Q  So you confirm that he was not part of the team which dispersed
your group but a person who just helped all of you dismantle the other tents
that remained?

A  He was with the group.

Q  Which group, the mining company group or the group of the
policemen?

A  He was with the group of policemen.

Q  Do you personally know Mr. Dultra?

A  No [ma'am].

Q  Can you identify him?

A  No, [ma'am].

Q  Why did you put here that a certain Police Officer [Warren] Dultra
came in to dismantle what remained of the makeshift tents if you do not
know him and you do not recognize him?

WITNESS

A  Because many police officers went there to dismantle the barricade.

ATTY. YU

Q  So how many policemen were there?

A  I cannot estimate.

Q  So this is Just a guess, that most likely one of them is named
[Warren] Dultra?

A  . I just heard of his name, [ma'am].

Q  You heard his name in the Province of Agusan del Norte?

A  I heard his name from my companions.

Q  So basically you merely included his name because somebody told
you that most likely there is a policeman named [Warren] Dultra being
talked about in the [Municipality] of Tubay?

A  Yes, [ma'am].

Q  And you did not even know or identify the other policemen which
you said you saw among the people who were part of the dispersal team?

A  I do not know, [ma'am].

XXX XXX XXX

Considering that accused Dultra could not be positively identified by
witnesses to have participated in the actual dispersal, via water cannon,
against the rallyists, that he did not have the command authority to issue the
order tp deploy said cannon, and that he was only present at the assembly site
by virtue of his duty to keep the peace, he cannot be faulted for the firing of
the water cannon against the rallyists.

j
>
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The presence of firefighters

ACCUSED PADUGANAN AND SACOL WAS

DUE TO THEIR COMPLIANCE TO THE

ORDER BY THEIR SUPERIORS THAT THEY

BE PRESENT AT THE RALLY TO RENDER

ASSISTANCE TO THE POLICE OFFICERS.

But neither of them had

PHYSICALLY OPERATED THE WATER

CANNON, AND IT WAS NOT THEM WHO

ISSUED THE COMMAND TO DEPLOY SAID

CANNON.

While rendering medical aid could be a secondary mission of a BFP
firefighter, keeping the peace is not explicitly among the primary functions of
said Organization's responsibilities, which are defined by R.A. 6975, as
follows:^®^

SECTION 54. Powers and Functions. — The Fire Bureau shall be

responsible for the prevention and suppression of all destructive fires on
buildings, houses and other structures, forest, land transportation vehicles
and equipment, ships or vessels docked at piers or wharves or anchored in
major seaports, petroleum industry installations, plane crashes and other
similar incidents, as well as the enforcement of the Fire Code and other
related laws.

The Fire Bureau shall have the power to investigate all causes of
fires and, if necessary, file the proper complaints with the city or provincial
prosecutor who has jurisdiction over the case.

Essentially, considering that the public assembly at Barangay La

Fratemidad was a dispute between the locals and the mining company
operating nearby which resulted in the total obstruction of the road in said
area, the event was clearly not within the primary area of responsibilities of
BFP firefighters; rather, the rally was part and parcel of the jurisdiction of the
PNP, or other law enforcement officials, being intimately related to the
maintenance of peace and order. Nonetheless, the necessity of the presence of
Fire Chief accused Paduganan and firefighter Sacol stemmed from a direct
order by their superiors to bring one of the Station's firetrucks to the rally site.
Accused Paduganan recalled that Mayor Libames and Governor Amante both
relayed the request for assistance by accused Garcia, and that said request had
been duly approved by his superior officer F/Supt. Alejandro Cagampang,^®^
in this wise;^°'

XXX XXX XXX

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT OF 1990, § 54
Also referred to as "Colonel Cagampang"

^ TSN dated July 18,2018 (morning), pp. 31-35
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ATTY. DY

Q  In paragraph 4 of your Answer, Mr. Witness, you claimed that
Mayor Herman Libames of Cabadbaran City informed you that the Mayor
of Tubay and the Governor of Agusan del Norte asked your assistance with
regard to the rally in La Fratemidad, Tubay. Do you recall having made that
statement?

A  Yes, Sir.

Q  By the way, who is this Mayor of Tubay you are referring to?

WITNESS

A  He is Mayor Fidel Garcia, Sir.

XXX XXX XXX

Q  Did you verify personally from Mayor Fidel Garcia of Tubay as to
the instruction of your director for you to proceed to the [MJunicipality of
Tubay?

A  At that time, I no longer have the time to verify from Mayor
Garcia. I received the call from [Colonel] Cagampang approving the
instruction for us to proceed to Tuhay.

AJ JACINTO

Q  As a fireman, if you receive an order from your immediate superior,
do you still have to confirm if that order really exists or you just obey what
orders you received?

A  1 confirmed, [YJour [Hjonor, from our Provincial Fire [Marshal] if
we are to proceed. If our Provincial Fire [Marshal] tells us to go. Sir, then
we will do that because there's already been an instruction.

CHAIRPERSON

Q  What if there is no instruction fi-om your Regional Director, there's
a mere request from the Mayor or Governor, would you respond?

A  No, [Y]our Honor, because we have to ask permission first from our
Provincial Director.

Q  In other words, who do you consider to have immediate control and
supervision over you, will it be the local government tmit as represented by
the Mayor or your Director, Regional or Provincial Director?

A  First, our immediate supervisor is the [L]ocal [C]hief
[E]xecutive, Mayor Herman Libarnes.

ATTY. DY

Q  In paragraph 12 of your testimony, again, Mr. Witness, you claimed
that it was your Fire Supt. Alejandro Cagampang who called your station
that Mayor Fidel Garcia who called your superintendent asking for
assistance for the availability of a firetruck. Do you recall having made that
statement?

Yes, Sir. (Emphasis supplied) ■J
f
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XXX XXX XXX

None of the evidence, however, placed the responsibility of the
dispersal of the rallyists squarely on the shoulders of accused Paduganan and
Sacol. While accused Paduganan was the Fire Chief of Cabadbaran, and
necessarily therefore, the ranking BFP official on-scene at the rally site, he
was not the ground commander who was in-charge of the public officials
overseeing the public assembly, which role was filled by accused Esparagoza.
To be sure, it is reiterated that the demonstration was a police matter, not an
incident attended by any actual fires, water shortages, and other matters which
would necessitate the action of firefighting personnel and equipment.

To recall, it bears stressing that the dispersal of the rallyists was
squarely the province of the officer-in-charge, accused Esparagoza, who was
positively identified as having given the command to fire the water cannon. It
was relevant that said command was specifically directed to accused Felipe
Tale,"^ who was then operating the water cannon during the rally. The After
Mission Report^®® dated August 16,2006 was illuminating, viz:

XXX XXX XXX

-0400H of Aug. 06,2006, duty detailed firefighters headed by SF03
Dionesio E. Paduganan MFM [Municipal Fire Marshal], SFOl Sacol, F03
Tale, F02 Bisoy and FOl Paduganan together with the firefighting
apparatus proceed[ed] to the said area (Tubay ADN [Agusan del Norte])
and immediately coordinate[ed] [with] P/Insp. Esparagoza Acting Mun.
Police Marshal.

-0700H After the mass and long nego[t]iation with the rallyist[s],
still they refused to [disperse] and [thereafter] P/Insn. Esparagoza. Acting
Mun. Police Marshal ordered the firefighter to lusel the water cannon

and immediately F03 Tale folIow|ed] the order and spray[ed] the
rallyist(s] using the turret.

-0745H Rallyist[s] withdr[e]w their post.

XXX XXX XXX

Because he was not the one physically operating the water cannon, nor
did he shout the order to deploy the same, accused Paduganan should not be
responsible for the dispersal of the assemblyists. To emphasize, his presence
was only pursuant to the marching order given by his superiors, F/Supt.
Alejandro Cagampang and Mayor Libames, to accede to the requests by
accused Garcia and accused Esparagoza to provide the services of a firetruck
at the rally site.

On the other hand, accused Sacol merely drove the firetruck to
Barangay La Fratemidad because that was his responsibility as the on-duty
driver on August 6, 2006. Additionally, accused Sacol was only following a

Exhibit A-15 /■ f
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directive from his superior, Fire Chief accused Paduganan. During his cross-
examination, accused Sacol stated:^"'

XXX XXX XXX

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  So, different. If that is a different assignment, why did you mention
earlier that you were assigned (paused) I will rephrase my question, Your
Honors.

What was your basis when you proceeded to the Municipality of
Tubay, is this the document or the other document that you mentioned?

XXX XXX XXX

WITNESS:

A  This Order referring to Exhibit "A-16" was addressed to my chief
and the negotiation was between them and I was just ordered by my chief
to drive to Tubay, sir.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  Mr. Witness, when you proceeded to the Municipality of Tubay
from Cabadbaran, were you furnished with this Mission Order?

WITNESS:

A  I was verbally instructed, sir.

PROSECUTOR DELA TORRE:

Q  So, why did you say, why did you attach this particular exhibit if the
order to you was a mere verbal instruction and not for this particular
document?

WITNESS:

A  As part of the attachments, sir, because there was a verbal order but
I alwavs follow what mv chief Isavsl. sir.

XXX XXX XXX

CHAIRPERSON:

Nonetheless, Prosecutor Dela Torre, he said that that Mission Order
was not even given to him.

Q  But nonetheless, Mr. Sacol, if there is an instruction that there is
supposed to be a firetruck to be used in the dispersal, of an illegal .rally as
stated in the Mission Order, who is designated in the Bureau of Fire
Protection to drive a firetruck?

WITNESS:

A  I[,] Your Honors.

CHAIRPERSON:

TSN dated May 29.2018, pp. 104-108 1
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Q  Is there no other?

WITNESS:

A  No other, ma'am, because I was the one on-duty [at] that time. Your
Honors.

CHAIRPERSON:

Q  That was August 6,2006?

WITNESS:

A  Yes, Your Honors.

CHAIRPERSON:

Q  Your designation is a?

WITNESS:

A  Firetmck Driver. Your Honors.

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE TRESPESES:

Q  How many Firetmck Drivers are there in your particular
station?

WITNESS:

A  There are two (2) Firetmck Drivers, Your Honors.

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE TRESPESES:

Q  You are one of the two?

WITNESS:

A  Yes, Your Honors.

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE TRESPESES:

Q  And during that time, yon were on duty?

WITNESS:

' A Yes. Your Honon. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

The responsibility for the dispersal of the public assembly at Barangay
La Fratemidad could not be traced back to accused Paduganan and Sacol
based on the foregoing circumstances.

Conspiracy was not established to

LINK ACCUSED PAGARAGAN, DULTRA,

Paduganan, and Sacol to the
CRIMES CHARGED.

Without the direct participation of accused Pagaragan, Dultra,
Paduganan, and Sacol in the violent dispersal of the assembly, it is difficult to
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accuse them of sharing a common criminal goal with that of accused Garcia
and Esparagoza. In People v. Salga^^^ the Supreme Court teaches:

We need to stress, too, that the community of design to commit an
offense must be a conscious one; and that conspiracy transcends mere
companionship. Hence, mere presence at the scene of the crime does not
in itself amount to conspiracy. Even knowledge of, or acquiescence in, or
agreement to cooperate is not enough to constitute one a party to a
conspiracy, absent any active participation in the commission of the
crime with a view to the furtherance of the common design and
purpose. (Emphasis supplied)

As per the above jurisprudence, mere presence at the scene of the crime
does not equate to conspiracy. As has been discussed, even if accused
Pagaragan, Dultra, Paduganan, and Sacol were bodily present at the rally at
Barangay La Fratemidad, this was so because they each had their own
respective responsibilities: police officers accused Pagaragan and Dultra had
been ordered by their superiors to oversee the public assembly, and the same
was essentially a police matter being intimately related to peace and order;
and on the other hand, accused Paduganan and Sacol, too, had been
commanded by their respective bosses to render assistance at the rally site,
but this assistance did not extend to firing the water cannon, or ordering its
deployment at the rallyists. In other words, it has not been adequately proven
by the prosecution that said accused took active participation in the dispersal
of the rallyists by water cannon on August 6,2006. Conspiracy is thus absent
with respect to accused Pagaragan, Dultra, Paduganan, and Sacol.

What now remains to be seen is who among the accused should be
liable for the crimes charged in these cases.

Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0265

(for Prohibition. Interruption. & Dissolution of Peaceful Meetings filed

under Article 131, paragraph 3 of the Revised Penal Code^

Involved in Criminal Case No. SB-1 l-CRM-0265 are:^" accused

Garcia, Esparagoza, Pagaragan, and Paduganan.

Article 131, paragraph 3 of the Revised Penal Code provides:

Art. 131. Prohibition, interruption, and dissolution of peaceful
meetings. - The penalty of prision correccional in its minimum period shall
be imposed upon any public officer or employee who, without legal ground,
shall prohibit or interrupt the holding of a peaceful meeting, or shall dissolve
the same.

The same penalty shall be imposed upon any public officer or
employee who shall hinder any person from joining any lawful association
or from attending any of its meetings.

G.R. No. 233334, July 23,2018
Supra, note 1

f
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The same penalty shall be imposed upon any public officer or
employee who shall prohibit or hinder any person from addressing,
either alone or together with others, any petition to the authorities for
the correction of abuses or redress of grievances. (Emphasis supplied)

As can be gleaned from the above provision, the essential elements
constituting the crime of Prohibition, Interruption, and Dissolution of
Peaceful Meetings are: (a) that the offender is a public officer or employee;
and (b) that he or she commits any of the acts prohibited under Article 131 of

the Revised Penal Code.

In this case, the evidence will show that:

Accused Garcia, Esparagoza,

Pagaragan, and Paduganan were

ALL PUBLIC OFFICERS AT THE TIME

MATERIAL TO THESE CASES.

The parties entered into stipulations on the public positions held by the
accused at the time of the incident complained of, namely:^'^ accused Garcia
was Municipal Mayor of Tubay, Agusan del Norte; accused Esparagoza was
Police Chief of Tubay; accused Pagaragan was Police Provincial Director of
Agusan del Norte; and accused Paduganan was Fire Chief of Cabadbaran,

Agusan del Norte.

The first element is thus established.

ACCUSED Garcia and Esparagoza

SHOULD BEAR THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR

DISSOLVING THE PUBLIC ASSEMBLY IN

La Fraternidad, Tubay, Agusan

DEL Norte, which effectively

PROHIBITED THE RALLYISTS FROM

CONTINUING WITH THEIR ACTION OF

PETITIONING THE AUTHORITIES TO

REDRESS THEIR GRIEVANCES AGAINST

LOCAL MINING OPERATIONS.

Records show that, on August 5,2006, Fr. Luis accompanied by several
farmers and fisherfolk staged a public demonstration on a road in Barangay
La Fraternidad, Tubay, Agusan del Norte denouncing the local mining
operations nearby, and seeking an audience with then Secretary Reyes of the
DENR.^'^ While the public meeting was held on a road, the mere fact that it
was used by the public did not characterize the same as a public property or a

Amended Pre-Trial Order dated August 14,2012 (Records, Vol. 4. pp. 19-40)
Exhibit Y
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Barangay Road. To emphasize, the rallyists held their demonstration on the
private property of Maximo Page under OCX No. RP-443(217), which title
did not contain any annotations indicating that any portion of it had been
subject of expropriation proceedings or legal easement by the Government.
Absent such annotations, therefore, the property in its entirety remained
privately owned. Being private property, all the rights of ownership granted
by law resided with the owner thereof, such as the discretion to hold
gatherings, meetings, or assemblies ^ereon. Consequently, it was
unnecessary for the assemblyists to secure a permit to hold a rally from the
Office of the Mayor, as expressly provided by Section 4 of B.P. 880:^^'^

SECTION 4. Permit When Required and When Not Required. —
A written permit shall be required for any person or persons to organize and
hold a public assembly in a public place. However, no permit shall be
required If the public assembly shall be done or made in a freedom park
duly established by law or ordinance or In private property,' In which case
only the consent of the owner or the one entitled to Its legal possession
Is required, or in the campus of a government-owned and operated
educational institution which shall be subject to the rules and regulations of
said educational institution. Political meetings or rallies held during any
election campaign period as provided for by law are not covered by this Act.
(Emphasis supplied)

In other words, all that was required for the approval of the
demonstration on the said property was the consent of the heirs of Maximo
Page, which consent had obtained by the fact that Aliore Page, an heir of
Maximo Page, joined the demonstration.

The news of this assembly was inevitably picked up by accused Garcia,
whose office presumably received complaints from the mining company due
to the total blockage of the road frequently used by it, which halted its business
operations. In response, accused Garcia promptly called Governor Amante,
seeking assistance in the dispersal of the rally, and both of them were able to
secure the services of a firetruck from Cabadbaran Fire Station, of which
accused Paduganan was in-charge by virtue of his position as Fire Chief.
Eventually, Mayor Libames and Colonel Cagampang, the superiors of Fire
Chief accused Paduganan, approved the request for assistance of accused
Garcia. It was also disclosed that accused Esparagoza, too, had requested the
services of a firetruck from Cabadbaran Fire Station. Aside from securing aid
from the BFP for the dispersal. Governor Amante also phoned accused
Pagaragan, then Police Provincial Director, and ordered the latter to establish
a dialogue with the rallyists. Meantime, accused Esparagoza, Police Chief of
Tubay, was already at the rally site in Barangay La Fratemidad attempting to
persuade the assemblyists to voluntarily move the venue of the assembly to
the freedom park of Tubay, but to no avail.

The public assembly act of 1985, § 4 ^
t

♦
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In the morning of the second day of the rally on August 6,2006, accused
Garcia issued a Dispersal Order directing accused Esparagoza to disperse the
public assembly, who had been designated as the ground commander for the
incident. By this time, accused Pagaragan, accused Paduganan, and the
firetruck arrived at the venue of the demonstration. Following the celebration
of morning mass, accused Esparagoza issued a final warning giving the
rallyists 5 minutes to dissolve their demonstration under threat of spraying the
water cannon of the firetruck. Then, by virtue of his authority as the ground
commander, accused Esparagoza personally issued the command to
firefighter Felipe Tale^ to deploy the water cannon against the assemblyists.
It was puzzling why accused Esparagoza issued such order because witnesses
for both the prosecution and defense were one in testifying that the rally was
characterized as normal and peaceful; in fact, no objects had been thrown at
the police officers, nor were there any discharge of firearms by the
assemblyists, and no property of the mining company had been destroyed.
After the firetruck's water reserves had been depleted on the rallyists, some
of them suffered injuries requiring medical attention which was evidenced by
the Medical Certificates^'^ of Estanislao M. Delima, Jr., Jecelyn Q. Regala,
and Nelia Z. Urgel. At this point, the assemblyists were left with no choice
but to end their demonstration, and the obstacles they had placed on the road
were dismantled and cleared therefi'om.

%

It is thus clear that the forceful dispersal of the rally was effected by the
actions of accused Garcia and Esparagoza. As a result, the rallyists were
prohibited, by force, from continuing the assembly, the piupose of which was
to simply establish a dialogue with DENR Secretary Reyes to address
environmental issues caused by local mining operations. The second element^
therefore, obtains.

However, it is difficult to find fault against accused Pagaragan (Police
Provincial Director of Agusan del Norte) and Paduganan (Fire Chief of
Cabadbaran Fire Station) because, other than their mere presence at the rally
site, said accused did not actively participate in the dispersal of the rallyists
via the use of the water cannon. To recapitulate, neither accused Pagaragan or
accused Paduganan had urged or prodded accused Esparagoza to unleash the
water cannon. It was solely accused Esparagoza who was positively identified
as having issued the order to fire the water cannon, which was manned by
firefighter Felipe Tale,^ not accused Paduganan. Even if accused Pagaragan
outranked accused Esparagoza, it was the latter who had the authority to give
said command because he was designated as the ground commander, he was
the Police Chief of Tubay in which the rally occurred, and he had been ordered
by accused Garcia to dissolve the rally. Absent any clear, direct participation

Exhibits A-9, A-11, and A-13

/
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in the crime complained of by accused Pagaragan and Paduganan, they should
be excluded from responsibility therefor.

Moreover, among the justifying circumstances in Article 11 of the
Revised Penal Code are:

ARTICLE 11, Justifying Circumstances. — The following do not
incur any criminal liability:

XXX XXX XXX

5. Any person who acts in the fulfillment of a duty or in the lawful
exercise of a right or office.

6. Any person who acts in obedience to an order issued by a
superior for some lawful purpose. (Emphasis supplied)

The presence of both accused Pagaragan and Paduganan, respectively,
was necessary under the circumstances. On one hand, accused Pagaragan
necessarily had to be present at the rally site because, as a police officer, he
was legally bound to ensure the maintenance of peace and order in Agusan
del Norte, which included Tubay. Also, accused Pagaragan had been given a
direct order from the Governor to try and establish a dialogue with the
rallyists, which made his presence at the rally site all the more mandatory. On
the other hand, the presence of accused Paduganan was required because he,
too, was only following the orders from his superiors to go to the rally site,
which directives were issued by Colonel Cagampang and Mayor Libarnes of
Cabadbaran; accused Paduganan was left with no other choice but to comply
therewith. Evidently, both accused Pagaragan and Paduganan merely acted in
fulfillment of their duties as a police officer and firefighter, respectively. And
they had been given orders by their respective superiors to be present at the
rally site. They therefore cannot incur criminal liability based on the existence
ofjustifying circumstances under Article 11 of the Revised Penal Code.

Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0266

(for Violation of B.P. 880 \The Public Assembly Act of 198SW

Involved in Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0266 are:^'^ accused

Garcia, Esparagoza, Pagaragan, Dultra, Paduganan, and Sacol.

B.P. 880 enumerates mandatory rules that must be observed by police
officials at public assemblies or rallies, among which prescribes when anti-
riot devices, such as water cannons, may be lawfully deployed, viz:^'^

In view of the feet of death of accused Felipe Tale, the cases against him were dismissed by the Court in
an Order dated July 18,2018 (Records, Vol. 4, pp. 359-360) pursuant to Article 89 of the Revised Penal Code

The Public Assembly Act OF 1985, § 10

/
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Section 10. Police assistance when requested - It shall be imperative
for law enforcement agencies, when their assistance is iequested by the
leaders or organizers, to perform their duties always mindful that their
responsibility to provide proper protection to those exercising their
right peaceably to assemble and the freedom of expression is
primordial. Towards this end, law enforcement agencies shall observe
the following guidelines:

(a) Members of the law enforcement contingent who deal with the
demonstrators shall be in complete imiform with their nameplates and tmits
to which they belong displayed prominently on the front and dorsal parts of
their uniform and must, observe the policy of "maximum tolerance" as
herein defined;

(b) The members of the law enforcement contingent shall not carry
any kind of firearms but may be equipped with baton or riot sticks, shields,
crash helmets with visor, gas masks, boots or ankle high shoes with shin
guards;

(c) Tear gas, smoke grenades, water cannons, or any similar anti-
riot device shall not be used unless the public assembly is attended bv

actual violence or serious threats of violence, or deliberate destruction

of nronertv. (Emphasis supplied)

Any violation of the aforecited provision is prohibited by Section 13 (f)
ofB.P. 880^^^ and the penalty therefor is defined under Section 14, supra-?^^

SECTION 14. Penalties. — Any person found guilty and convicted
of any of the prohibited acts defined in the immediately preceding section
shall be punished as follows:

(a) violation of subparagraph (a) shall be punished by
imprisonment of one month and one day to six months;

(b) violations of subparagraphs (b), (c), (d), (e), (f),
and item 4, subparagraph (g) shall be punished by
imprisonment of six months and one day to six years;
(Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

In this case, the accused claimed that the firing of the water cannon at
the rallyists on August 6, 2006 was justified because of alleged reports that
the armed members of the NPA had infiltrated the assembly at Barangay La
Fratemidad, and that the latter planned to destroy the mining operations
through the use of explosives.

318The provision relied upon states:

SECTION 13. Prohibited Acts. — The following shall constitute violations of this Act:
XXX XXX XXX

(0 Acts in violation of Section 10 hereof;
XXX XXX XXX

The Pubuc Assembly act of 1985, § 14 , /
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However, the evidence told a different tale; no actual or threatened

violence, much less any deliberate destruction of the property of the mining
company, or even tlveats thereof, pervaded the rally. It was even quite telling
that the accused themselves freely admitted that the rally actually appeared to
be normal and peaceful by all appearances. First, accused Dultra recalled that,
other than some of the rallyists wearing handkerchiefs to cover their faces, no
objects had been hurtled at the police officers, and no persons had been
illegally discharging any firearms. This was confirmed by accused
Esparagoza who remarked that the assembly seemed to be just normal and
peaceful. Second, accused Garcia, who had been remotely monitoring the
rally, received no situational reports of any untoward incidents caused by the
rallyists. Third, even witness Alicia Guday, then Barangay Chairperson of La
Fratemidad, could not confirm the presence of any armed individuals when
she went to the rally site on August 5, 2006. Finally, it was significant that
accused Pagaragan remarked that he could not recall having received any
intelligence of possible NPA attacks in Tubay during the time material to this
case. This statement by accused Pagaragan was significant because, as the
Police Provincial Director, he should have been privy to all reports concerning
imminent plots of communist attacks against the towns and cities within his
area of responsibility, including the Municipality of Tubay, and the fact that
he could not confirm the existence of such reports undermines the veracity of
the defense relied on by the accused. Absent any violence or destruction of
property, threatened or actual, there was thus no valid justification for the
firing of the water turret at the rally.

As it happened, accused Garcia was ultimately responsible for use of
the water cannon against the rallyists even if he was not physically present at
Barangay La Fratemidad. Accused Garcia specifically requested, through his
political allies, the services of a firetruck from Cabadbaran. This request
revealed the tme intent of accused Garcia which was to forcefully disperse the
rally. Firetmcks have absolutely no business being at rallies, if not for the
purpose of dispersal, their primary purpose being to extinguish actual fires, or
in a pinch, to provide temporary relief in case of a water shortage. Then,
accused Garcia had ordered accused Esparagoza to disperse the rally, which
was only on its second day, and the former designated the latter as the ground
commander. This designation gave accused Esparagoza the full authority to
control the police and fire units at the assembly. But what cemented his equal
responsibility for the crime charged was accused Esparagoza's act of directing
the firing of the water cannon. Because no violence or destmction of property
occurred at the rally, it was thus unlawful to use the water cannon against the
rallyists. Hence, accused Garcia and Esparagoza must be liable for
contravening Section 10 (c) of B.P. 880.

On the other hand, it is difficult to find fault with the actions of accused
Pagaragan, Dultra, Paduganan, and Sacol. None of the evidence pinpointed

f
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them as the person who directly ordered firefighter Felipe Tale"^ to deploy the
water turret, or that they had any active participation in its use. In fact, both
accused Dultra and Sacol were respectively outranked by their superior
officers, and as such, they had no authority to command the firing of the water
cannon. Further, it is emphasized that accused Sacol merely stayed in the
driver's seat of the firetruck because he was the designated driver on the day
of the incident complained of. Additionally, the mere fact that accused
Pagaragan, Dultra, Paduganan, and Sacol were present at the rally site does
not ipso facto establish their liability. In truth, said accused were merely
following orders given by their respective superiors to report to Barangay La
Fratemidad, which they were bound to follow. This constituted the justifying
circumstances of fulfillment of a duty and obedience to an order issued by a
superior under Article 11 of the Revised Penal Code. Criminal liability,
therefore, did not arise for the crime charged against Pagaragan, Dultra,
Paduganan, and Sacol.

Criminal Case Nos. SB-ll-CRM-0267 to 0269

(for Slight Physical Injuries filed under Article 266 of i\ke Revised Penal

Code)

Involved in Criminal Case No. SB-1 l-CRM-0267 to 0269 are:^^®

accused Garcia, Esparagoza, Pagaragan, Dultra, Paduganan, and Sacol. The
abovenamed accused were indicted for the wounding of three (3) persons,
namely: Estanislao M. Delima, Jr. ("Delima"), Jecelyn Q. Regala
("Regala"), and Nelia Z. Urgel ("Urgel").

The crime of Slight Physical Injuries is defmed and penalized under
Article 266 of the Revised Penal Code:

ART. 266. Slight Physical Injuries and Maltreatment. — The
crime of slight physical injuries shall be punished:

1. By arresto menor when the offender has inflicted physical injuries
which shall incapacitate the offended party for labor from one to nine
days, ̂  shall require medical attendance during the same period.

2. By arresto menor or a fine not exceeding 200 pesos and censure
when the offender has caused physical injuries which do not prevent the
offended party from engaging in his habitual work nor require medical
attendance. (Emphasis supplied)

XXX XXX XXX

Delima, Regala, and Urgel all executed separate complaint-affidavits^^'
averring that they were attendees of the rally and sustained injuries as a result
of the dispersal of said assembly through the use of a water cannon on August

Supra, note 316
E}^iblts A-9, A-11, and A-13 1
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6,2006, and they appended medical certificates to attest to their injuries. Said
certificates found that:

Name Document Finding/Injury

Jecelyn Q. Regala Medical Certificate^^

dated August 9,2006
Confluent Abrasion, (R)

elbow

"xxx said condition vidll

heal in 7 days."

Nella Z. Urgel Medical Certificate'^
dated August 9,2006

Hematoma, (R) foot, (R)
shoulder, back portion

"xxx said condition will

heal in 7 days."

Estanislao M. Dellma, Jr. Medical Certificate"'*

dated August 9,2006
Lacerated wound (R) leg 3

cm.

"xxx said condition will

heal in 7 days."

All of the above Medical Certificates were issued by the Cabadbaran
City District Hospital, a government hospital. Since the attending doctors who
issued said certificate are public officers in the performance of their official
duties, the entries made are prima facie evidence of the facts stated therein.^^^

In Jabalde v. People, which cited Villareal v. People, the Highest Court
pronounced:^^®

In order to be found guilty of the felonious acts under Articles
262 to 266 of the [Revised Penal Codel, the employment of physical
injuries must be coupled with dolus malus. As an act that is mala in se,
the existence of malicious intent is fundamental, since injiuy arises from the
mental state of the wrongdoer — iniuria ex afifectu facientis consistat. If
there is no criminal intent, the accused cannot be found guilty of an
intentional felony. Thus, in case of physical injuries under the [Revised
Penal Code], there must be a specific animus iniuriandi or malicious
intention to do wrong against the physical integrity or well-being of a
person, so as to incapacitate and deprive the victim of certain bodily
functions. Without proof beyond reasonable doubt of the required animus
iniuriandi, the overt act of inflicting physical injuries per se merely satisfies
the elements of freedom and intelligence in an intentional felony. The
commission of the act does not, in itself, make a man guilty unless his
intentions are. (Emphasis supplied)

Exhibit A.9

Exhibit A-11

Exhibit A-13

Revised Rules on Evidence, rule 132, § 23
'»G.R.No. 195224, June 15,2016 cf/wg 680 Phil. 527(2012) /
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In these cases, the mens rea of accused Garcia and Esparagoza to inflict
physical injuries upon the rallyists - namely, against Delima, Regala, and
Urgel - was manifest in their choice to bring the firetruck from Cabadbaran
to the rally site, and to deploy the same against the assemblyists. There could
not have been any other reason for the bringing of said vehicle to the rally
were it not for the sole purpose of dispersing the rally; nothing on record
suggests that the firetruck was to be used for its true purpose of fighting actual
fires. As a rule, every person shall be held responsible for all the natural and
logical consequences of their felonious act.^^' Accused Garcia and Esparagoza
must therefore bear the responsibility for the physical injuries inflicted to
Delima, Regala, and Urgel, said wounds being the natural and logical
consequences of the firing of the water cannon against them. On the basis that
the injuries respectively inflicted upon Delima, Regala, and Urgel necessitated
them to obtain medical attendance, and it was found that said wounds would

heal in 7 days, which is well-within the period of 1 to 9 days prescribed by
Revised Penal Code, the crime committed by accused Garcia and Pagaragan
amounted to Slight Physical Injuries.

Yet, the same conclusion does not obtain against Pagaragan, Dultra,
Paduganan, and Sacol, whose participation in the rally essentially amounted
to their mere presence thereat; no evidence has been established proving that
they intended to physically harm the rallyists. They therefore did not incur
criminal liability for their actions.

Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0270

(for Grave Coercion under Article 286 of the Revised Penal Code\

Involved in Criminal Case No. SB-l l-CRM-0266 are;^^* accused

Garcia, Esparagoza, Pagaragan, Dultra, Paduganan, and Sacol.

Article 286 of the Revised Penal Code defines and punishes the crime
of Grave Coercion, as follows:

ARTICLE 286. Grave Coercions. — The penalty of prision
correccional and a fine not exceeding One hundred thousand pesos
(PI00,000) shall be imposed upon any person who, without any authority
of law, shall, by means of violence, threats, or intimidation, prevent another
from doing something not prohibited by law, or compel him to do something
against his will, whether it be right or wrong.

If the coercion be committed in violation of the exercise of the right
of suffrage, or for the purpose of compelling another to perform any

People V. Buenanter, G.R. No. 206227, August 31,2016
'^Sttpra, note 316

'  \
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religious act, or to prevent him from exercising such right or from so doing
such act, the penalty next higher in degree shall be imposed.

The elements of the above crime are:^^'

1. That a person is prevented by another from doing something not
prohibited by law, or compelled to do something against his or her will, be
it right or wrong;

2. That the prevention or compulsion is effected by violence, threats or
intimidation; and

3. That the person who restrains the will and liberty of another has no
right to do so, or in other words, that the restraint is not made under authority
of law or in the exercise of any lawful right.

A review of the evidence on record will reveal that:

The employment of the water turret against the rallyists on August 6,
2006 abruptly ended the public demonstration, at Barangay La Fratemidad,
which had been staged based on the rallyists' constitutional right to peaceably
assemble. This proved the existence of the first element.

Undeniably, the dissolution or dispersal of said assembly was violently
effected through the firing of a water cannon, which resulted in the inflicting
of physical injuries upon the rallyists, including Delima, Regala, and Urgel,
which injuries required them to seek medical treatment. The second element
is thus present.

However, accused Garcia and Esparago2a had no right to disperse the
rally. To recapitulate, although the public meeting was held in the middle of
a road in Barangay La Fratemidad, that portion of the road on which the
demonstration was staged was within the bounds of the private property of
Maximo Page under OCT No. RP-443(217). Being private property, the
lawful owner thereof was entitled to exercise all the rights of ownership
granted by law, which includes the right to peaceably assemble. It was thus
urmecessaiy for the assemblyists to secure a permit to hold a rally fi-om the
Office of the Mayor, as per B.P. 880.^^^ All that was needed by the rallyists
to stage said demonstration on said property was to secure the approval of the
heirs of Maximo Page, particularly Aliore Page, and the consent of the latter

Alejandro v. Bernas, G.R. No. 179243, September 7,201!
As per Section 4 of B.P. 880, to wit:

SECTION 4. Permit When Required and When Not Required.—A written permit shall be
required for any person or persons to oiganize and hold a public assembly in a public place.
However, no permit shall be required if the public assembly shall be done or made in a freedom
park duly established by law or ordinance or in private property, in which case only the consent
of the owner or the one entitled to its legal possession is required, or in the campus of a
government-owned and operated educational institution which shall be subject to the rules and
regulations of said educational institution. Political meetings or rallies held during any election
campaign period as provided for by law are not covered by this Act (Emphasis supplied)

f
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was manifest by the fact that said person even joined the demonstration. The
third element, therefore, obtains.

Since accused Garcia and Esparagoza had no legal basis in dissolving
the rally, which prevented the rallyists from continuing their assembly, they
alone should bear responsibility for the crime of Grave Coercion, absent any
participation in the dispersal thereof by accused Pagaragan, Dultra,
Paduganan, and Sacol.

All told, with respect to accused Garcia and Esparagoza, the
prosecution established, beyond reasonable doubt, the existence of all the
elements of the following crimes for which they had been charged, to wit:

A. Prohibition, Interruption, & Dissolution of Peaceful Meetings
under Article 131, paragraph 3 of the Revised Penal Code in Criminal
Case No. SB-ll'CRM-0265;

B. Violation of Section 10 (c) of B.P. 880 in Criminal Case No. SB-11-
CRM-0266;

C. Slight Physical Injuries under Article 266 of the Revised Penal Code
in Criminal Case Nos. SB-11-CRM'0267 to 0269\ and

D. Grave Coercion under Article 286 of the Revised Penal Code in

Criminal Case No. SB-11-CRM-0270.

The conviction of accused Garcia and Esparagoza for the
abovementioned felonies is thus warranted. There being conspiracy present,
said accused are equally liable pursuant to the rule that when conspiracy is
established, the responsibility of the conspirators is collective, not individual,
rendering all of them equally liable regardless of the extent of their respective
participations.^^'

On the other hand, the prosecution did not establish all of the elements
of the crimes with which accused Pagaragan, Dultra, Paduganan, and Sacol
were respectively charged nor did it prove that said accused conspired with
their co-accused Garcia and Esparagoza. Following the doctrine in People v.
Saiga, that "mere presence at the scene of the crime does not in itself amount
to conspiracy . . . absent any active participation in the commission of the
crime with a view to the furtherance of the common design and purpose
their acquittal is in order. Under the circumstances, their presence was even
necessary owing to their respective duties as police and fire officials,
especially so considering that they were ordered by their superiois to proceed
to the rally site at Barangay La Fratemidad. Justifying circumstances were
thus present, and consequently, said accused did not incur criminal liability as
per Article 11 of the Revised Penal Code.

WHEREFORE, judgment is rendered as follows:

People V. Eiizaldey Sumagdon, G.R. No. 210434, December S, 2016
G.R. No. 233334, July 23.2018
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1. In Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0265y accused Fidel Garcia
and P/Insp. Benny Bsparagoza are found GUILTY beyond
reasonable doubt of Prohibition, Interruption, & Dissolution of
Peaceful Meetings under Article 131, paragraph 3 of the Revised
Penal Code. There being no aggravating nor mitigating
circumstances proven, they are sentenced to suffer the
indeterminate penalty of FOUR (4) MONTHS AND
TWENTY-ONE (21) DAYS of arresto mayor in its maximum
period as minimum, to ONE (1) YEAR, ONE (1) MONTH,
AND ELEVEN (11) DAYS of prision correccional in its
minimum period as maximum.

For failure of the prosecution to prove the guilt of accused
P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan and SF03 Dionesio Paduganan
beyond reasonable doubt, they are ACQUITTED of the crime
charged.

2. In Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0266, accused Fidel Garcia
and P/Insp. Benny Bsparagoza are found GUILTY beyond
reasonable doubt of Violation of Section 10 (c) ofB.P 880, and
they are sentenced to suffer imprisonment of SIX (6) MONTHS.

For failure of the prosecution to prove the guilt of accused
P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan, P03 Warren Dultra, SF03 Dionesio
Paduganan, and SFOl Arcadio Sacol beyond reasonable doubt,
they are ACQUITTED of the crime charged.

3. In Criminal Case No. SB-II-CRM-0267, accused Fidel Garcia
and P/Insp. Benny Bsparagoza are found GUILTY beyond
reasonable doubt of Slight Physical Injuries under Article 266 of
the Revised Penal Code. There being no aggravating nor
mitigating circumstances proven, they are sentenced to suffer the
determinate penalty of ELEVEN (11) DAYS of arresto menor.

For failure of the prosecution to prove the guilt of accused
P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan, P03 Warren Dultra, SF03 Dionesio
Paduganan, and SFOl Arcadio Sacol beyond reasonable doubt,
they are ACQUITTED of the crime charged.

4. In Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0268, accused Fidel Garcia
and P/Insp. Benny Bsparagoza are found GUILTY beyond
reasonable doubt of Slight Physical Injuries under Article 266 of
the Revised Penal Code. There being no aggravating nor
mitigating circumstances proven, they are sentenced to suffer the
determinate penalty of ELEVEN (11) DAYS of arresto menor.

For failure of the prosecution to prove the guilt of accused
P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan, P03 Warren Dultra, SF03 Dionesio
Paduganan, and SFOl Arcadio Sacol beyond reasonable doubt,
they are ACQUITTED of the crime charged.

./
/ I
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5. In Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0269y accused Fidel Garcia
and P/Insp. Benny Esparagoza are found GUILTY beyond
reasonable doubt of Slight Physical Injuries under Article 266 of
the Revised Penal Code. There being no aggravating nor
mitigating circumstances proven, they are sentenced to suffer the
determinate penalty of ELEVEN (11) DAYS of arresto menor.

For failure of the prosecution to prove the guilt of accused
P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan, P03 Warren Dultra, SF03 Dionesio
Paduganan, and SFOl Arcadio Sacol beyond reasonable doubt,
they are ACQUITTED of the crime charged.

6. In Criminal Case No. SB-ll-CRM-0270, accused Fidel Garcia
and P/Insp. Benny Esparagoza are found GUILTY beyond
reasonable doubt of Grave Coercion under Article 286 of the
Revised Penal Code. There being no aggravating nor mitigating
circumstances proven, they are sentenced to suffer the
indeterminate penalty of TWO (2) MONTHS AND ONE (1)
DAY of arresto mayor as minimum, to TWO (2) YEAJ^,
FOUR (4) MONTHS AND ONE (1) DAY of prision
correccional as maximum and to each pay a FINE of SIX
THOUSAND PESOS (P6,000.00).

For failure of the prosecution to prove the guilt of accused
P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan, P03 Warren Dultra, SF03 Dionesio
Paduganan, and SFOl Arcadio Sacol beyond reasonable doubt,
they are ACQUITTED of the crime charged.

The cash bonds each posted by accused P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan,

P03 Warren Dultra, SF03 Dionesio Paduganan, and SFOl Arcadio Sacol are
ordered released subject to the usual accounting procedures.

Insofar as accused P/SSupt. Jerome Pagaragan, P03 Warren Dultra,

SF03 Dionesio Paduganan, and SFOl Arcadio Sacol are concerned, the Hold
Departure Orders issued by this Court on July 11 and 20, 2011 are set aside,
and the Order issued by the Bureau of Immigration incorporating the names
of said accused in the Hold Departure List is ordered recalled and cancelled.

SO ORDERED.

MA. THERESA DOLORES C. GOMEZ-ESTOESTA
Associate Justice

Chairperson

7
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